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News In Brief •
Gov. Wilkinson says recent poll
results only tell half of the story
SHELBYVILLE, Ky. (AP, — Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said a poll
released this week that indicated 72 percent of Kentuckians would be
willing to pay higher taxes to improve schools "told only half the
story.'
While not disputing the poll's figures, the governor said most people would support higher taxes for education "if they can be convinced that we are using what we already have properly and if they can be
convinced that the ( education) system can be changed so that it will
respond and improve with additional money."
Robert D. Bell, chairman of Kentucky Advocates for Higher
Education, which commissioned the poll, said Thursday it would be
hard to argue with the governor's reaction.
He noted that the poll had no qualifiers, but said "I think most people who said they would be willing toy more taxes answered that
way with the understanding that any extra money would not be used
foolishly."
Wilkinson. who campaigned on a pledge of no new taxes, has since
said there would be no new taxes until per capita income rose to
match that in surrounding states
Since assuming office, he has said that people would be willing to
pay higher taxes once it was demonstrated that the state was spending its money wisely.
Bell said the poll was "not necessarily intended" to move the
governor to seek higher taxes for education.
"We just wanted to find out how people stood on this issue and we
hope it is useful to the governor and legislators as they consider the
state's education needs and how they should be met," he said.
Wilkinson made his comments to a group of reporters during a
ground-breaking ceremony Thursday for a new plastics plant in
Shelbyville.

Elsewhere...
golfs Asselleied Pass
OENEV.4 — U S and Soviet negotiators reached agreement on all
the technical issues that had delayed Senate debate on the historic
superpower arms control treaty, a senior L'S. officials says.
W.4SHI1sG7ON — The Reagan administration is "still talking"
about a deal that could result in the dropping of drug-trafficking
charges against Panamanian military leader Manuel Antonio
Noriega in exchange for his agreement to relinquish power, the White
House says
OZARK, Ark. — A man accused of the Christmas holiday slayings
of 14 relatives and two other people was convicted Thursday of
capital murder and five counts of attempted capital murder.
MOS0011 — A Soviet newspaper has painted a highly sympathetic
portrait of dissidents Andrei D. Sakharov and Yelena Bonner in an
apparent attempt to counter past attacks on the couplt, once branded
by the state-run media as traitors.
WASHINGTON — The number of unmarried couples In America
has topped 2.3 million, including more than 700,000 couples who are
raising children. the Census Bureau reports. In addition, there are
more than 1.5 million couples of the same sex living together.
WASHINGTON — A new survey shows the first decline in an index
of American health practices, illustrating what officials say is a big,.
difference between people knowing they should eat right and exercise-and actually doing it.
ATLANTA — The World Health Organization says more than 84,000
cases of AIDS have been reported worldwide, falling largely into
three categories — industrialized countries such as the United States,
with large numbers of cases; African and Caribbean countries,
where most cases are among heterosexuals; and areas of Eastern
Europe, the Middle East and Asia, with only small numbers of cases.
PITTSBURGH — Tabatha Foster. the chubby-cheeked tot who
smiled despite adversity, won the hearts of many. and her supporters
say her fight following an historic five-organ transplant reveals more
about life and courage than about medicine.
THE WORLD OF POLITICS — Democrat Michael Dukakis rails
against a reported deal for Panamanian leader Manuel Noriega and
says "I don't think you drop indictments against drug pushers and
people suspected of murder." Republican George Bush heads to
California with the endorsement of that state's one-time governor,
Ronald Reagan, in tow.
WASHINGTON — The House Intelligence Committee has approved
a bill that would require the president to notify Congress within 48
hours when he authorizes any covert action by U.S. agencies and
officials.
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Forecast
Tonight: Widely scattered
evening thunderthowers, then
partly cloudy. Low in the mid to
upper 50s. North wind 10 mph
or less. Chance of rain 30
percent.
Saturday: Partly cloudy and
warm again. High in the upper
70s and lower-SOs Light east
wind
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Governor Wallace Wilkinson will
begin fulfilling his campaign promise to focus more attention on
state tourism resources when he
visits Murray State University
Monday, May 16.
The National Scouting Museum
on campus will be the site for the
Murray meeting of Wilkinson's
Capitol to the Counties program, an
effort designed to bring state

government closer to the people in
western Kentucky.
During a series of area meetings,
the governor and his cabinet
secretaries will hold hearings and
observe "Office hours" in select
locations in Kentucky's First Congressional District.
Wilkinson will tour the museum
Monday morning prior to a 12:15
p.m. press conference on the main

floor of the facility. Accompanying
him will be Mary Ray Oaken,
secretary of the Tourism Cabinet.
Area residents with a special interest in tourism should contact
museum director Darwin Kelsey,
telephone (502) 762-3383, for more
information about the governor's
appearance.
"This visit — set to coincide with
National Tourism Week — will

show the residents of western Kentucky what state government needs
to do for tourism in the region,"
said spokesman Doug Alexander
( Wilkinson's press secretary'.
•
The Murray stop will follow a
media reception and free public
dinner Sunday, May 15, from 3 to
6 p.m. at the Convention Center of

Murray school
board votes to
hire consultant
to help search
By SCVTT WILSON
Staff Writer
Assuring everyone that they
would make --the final decision,
members of the Murray Board of
Education voted unanimously
Thursday night to employ a consultant to aid
them in their efforts to find a new superintendent.
Ken Scott, a member of the Kentucky School Board Association,
will act as a liaison between the
board and all possible candidates.
He will screen all applications and
provide them to the board with his
recommendations
The recommendation to hire
Scott is with the condition that further investigation be done into the
services offered by the KSBA.
There was a concern expressed by
some board members that the
organization may be running an
employment service for education
personnel.
Current superintendent Robert
Glin Jeffrey announced last month
that he would retire on or before
Jan. 1, 1989. Jeffreyk has assured
the board, however, that he would
-(Cent'd on page 2)

County board
sends teachers
specTaimessage
on retirement
By DAVID TUCK
Staff Writer
"Don't leave us until you're
ready" is the message the
Calloway County School Board is
sending the county system's retiring teachers with the adoption of a
new policy on retirement benefits.
With a unanimous vote at Thursday night's regular meeting, the
board approved a measure that
will provide maximum compensation for unused sick leave days at
retirement to teachers who retire
after 27, 28, 29 or 30 years of
teaching
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose
said the board's policy had been to
write a check to the retiring
teachers for 30 percent of the
value of their unused sick days only if they retire after the first year
of eligibility The 1988 Kentucky
General Assmebly, however, approved a 27-year retirement program for teachers, so the county
board drafted the new policy to
keep pace with the state guidelines

Mayor Holmes Ellis and
members of the Murray City
Council helped Billy G.
Welhnaa, executive assistant
to the U.Governor and former
adjutant general,cut the ribbon
to the new police facility Thursday during an official dedicadon and memorial service.
WOUMNI, pictured at right, was
the guest speaker for the event
which honored two former
cfaefs of police that were killed
La the tine of duty. Representatives from several law eaforcemeat agencies posted the
colors, below. Pictured cutting
the ribbon are, left to right:
Howard Koenen, Danny
Hudspeth, Mayor Ellis, Mandl
Vinson, city clerk Jo Crass,
LD. Miller, William (berry,
Wellman, Tommy Bandon and
Ruby Hale.
staff pboto• by Dam Newmann

,
(Coned on page 1)

No action taken by council on proposed budget
By DONNA NEW(Y)MB
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council tciok no
action on a proposed budget for
the 1988-89 fiscal year during a
Thursday night regular session,
but it did approve an amendment
to the present budget to adjust certain revenues and increase appropriations for construction of

the police building to include an
architect's fee.
The police building construction
appropriation was increased from
$170,000 to $177,500. Other line item
revenue accounts that were
amended included bank shares,
real and personal property, in.
surance premium tax, vehicle
license fee, building permits and

Interest and investments
City Clerk Jo Crass said this was
a "housekeeping" amendment to
bring the revenues in line with
acutual collections to date.
The vehicle license fee was
amended from $142,500 to $280,000
because of the recent increase in
the price of city stickers Approximately $551,000 is expected to be

carried over to the 1988-89 budget
from several sources.
Though expenditures exceed
revenues by approximately
$300,000 in the proposed budget,
the addition of the city sticker
money would prevent a deficit
The proposed budget calls fora 3
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Teachers...

retirements and resignations.
Gwyn Key, a Southwest teacher,
(Coat'd from page I)
and Janice Cook, a teacher at
without encouraging experienced
East, announced their
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
teachers to step down at the first
retirements. Two food service
oppohunity.
workers also retired from Even if the Supreme Court rules
Rose added that the sick-day
Southwest Elementary: Wanda that the Corrections Cabinet has
compensation is calculated on the
Howard and Freda Armstrong. been improperly leaving its
galary of the highest year of earnBetsy Hoover, a special education
ing and is figured into the bestvocational liason at the high
five-year earnings that determine
school. also resigned.
the teachers' retirement pension
In other personnel matters, (Coat'd from page II
checks. He said many of the sickRobert Slone was named the new percent cost-of-living increase for
day compensation checks range
middle school boys basketball city employees and any merit
from $3,000 to $5,000 each.
coach, replacing Stan Waller. raises would be at 2 1/2 percent.
"This fringe benefit is one of the
Rose said Waller's contract had Councilmen Tommy Sanders and
most significant a school system
not been renewed for the position. Ruby Hale suggested a 4 percent
can provide," Rose said. "Since it
Another item of business on the cost-of-living increase. Hale also
increases the amount of the penagenda was the adoption of meal suggested that merit raises be
sion, it provides a double hit of
prices for the 1988-89 school year. eliminated.
benefit."
At the high school and middle
City financial director Don Leet
In other business, the board apschool, students will pay $1 for said that a 4 percent raise for all
proved the 1988-89 school year
full-price lunches and 40 cents for employees would cost $15,000.
calendar. The fffsraY orTENCTOT -redueed:1311Ce lunches. At—tie-- ---- A new item on the
proposed
for the students is August 19; the
elementary centers, students will budget is money allocated for the
Labor Day Holiday is September
pay 50 cents for full-price study for the city's comprehensive
5; School is dismissed Oct. 14 and
breakfast and 25 cents reduced plan that is now required by state
17, and Nov. 8. Thanksgiving holiprice; and 85 cents for a full-price law to be updated every five
day is Nov. 24-25: and Christmas
lunch and 40 cents reduced price. years.
break is scheduled for Dec. 20-Jan.
Kindergarten students will pay
The council is expected to fur3. Spring break is tentatively set
a snack fee of $20 per semester, ther study the proposed budget
for April 3-7: the last day of
the board decided.
before taking any action to apclasses is scheduled for May 24 for
All adults will pay $1.25 for lunch prove or amend. A budget must be
the staff only, barring snow days.
and 75 cents for breakfast in the in place, however, before July 1.
The board - accepted five county schools next year.
In other business, the council
approved a motion to offer for sale
land located on U.S. 641 North adjacent to the Howard Brandon property. On a recommendation from
Read the want ads daily •
the Public Works Committee, the
council agreed to offer the land to
Brandon for $75,000.

Fate of prisoners in county jails debated
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prisoners in county jails, at least
one justice is not sure what can be
dbne about it.
"The question is can we order
what is impossible to do," said
Justice Charles Leibson.
That uncertainty over a final
solution was at the heart of the
90-minute debate before the court
Thursday about the cabinet's
"controlled intake" program of
leaving sentenced felons in local
cells until space becomes
available in a state prison.
Some local judges have fashioned their own solutions. The cabinet
is under orders from 11 circuit
courts that limit the number of
state prisoners allowed in local
jails or set restrictions on how long
the prisoners can stay.
Barbara Jones, general counsel
to the cabinet, noted that federal
courts have also entered the fray.
One federal court order has
limited the number of prisoners
that can be housed at certain state
prisons and another restricts the
number of state prisoners that can
be lodged in Jefferson County.
"We're caught between the proverbial rock and the hard place,"
Jones said.
There were about 1,150 controlled intake prisoners in local jails on
Thursday, according to cabinet
records.
Jones acknowledged that the
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Dank,
Bank.

Our rates will mean lower monthly paymentsfor
you on your nextcar or truck loan. In addition,
we think you'll appreciate the friendly service
and the prompt response everyone receives at
Peoples Bank.
So we invite you to take our offer and we'll

look forward to serving you.

cabinet has adhered to the federal
orders but not the state court
demands. The result has been contempt decrees against the cabinet
from some local courts and fines.
But she said paying fines would

Search...

only mean the cabinet would pay
money from the General Furid to
the court, which would turn it over
to the General Fund. "We're all
paying ourselves."

Scholastic Insurers of Johnson City, Tenn. was given the bid for
school-athletic insurance.

(Coat'd from page i)
stay on longer if needed.
"We believe that it would be in
Members of the board
the best interest of the school acknowledged receipt formally
of
system that we use Ken Scott as a from the Fringe Benefit a report
s
consultant," commented Doris tee. The committee was CommitestablishCella, board chairman. "The ed to survey school
faculty about
reasons for that are that he has ex- their feelings on fringe
pertise in helping school boards The top request, reporte benefits.
d by the
choose a new superintendent and committee, was that
person
we don't have the time to do the compensation of unused sicknel get
leave
things necessary to do the job at retirement.
well."
Financial assistance was
Cella added that the use of a congrante
d to the MI-IS speech team
sultant will help the board achieve
objectivity in the process. Scott for trips in the near future to the
will handle such time-consuming Grand National Catholic Tournament in New Orleans, La, and the
tasks as advertising and reference
National Forensics League Tourchecking. Scott, who will be aided
In the process by two others, will nament in Nashville. Also, the
regularly -scheduled June 9
be paid apprcodmately $2.500.
meeting has been changed to June
Board member Vernon Gantt
16.
urged all those in attendance to
stand behind the board's decision.
"Once the decision is made, we
hope that you will get behind us
and support it," he said.
Some concerns were raised
about the quality of services Scott
could provide.
"I don't believe that people from
Applications are now being acFrankfort and surrounding councepted for the Super Summerdays
ties will know what is best for the
program June 27-30 at Murray
Murray school system better than
State
University for gifted and
you five people," Bob Rodgers,
talented elementary and junior
director of Pupil Personnel and
high students in the area.
Transportation, told the board.
Dr. Richard Hasler, associate
In personnel matters, Cindy
professor in the Department of
Hodges was hired as a director
Educational Leadership and
and sponsor of the Murray Middle
Counse
ling and program director,
School chorus on an after-school,
said students in grades one
one-year trial basis Debbie
through eight will have access to
Burgess's letter of resignation as
14 separate course offerings.
a.rirtic team sponsor at Murray
Students in each course will
High School was accepted and
meet
from 1 to 3.30 p.m. for the
Cecilia Brock was employed as a
substitute teacher for the current four days. The cost for Super Summerdays is $50 for each student.
school year. pending receipt of a
which
Includes a T-shirt.
Kentucky certificate
Courses designed for parents of
A decision on Cathy Cole's
participants to increase their
employment with the Summer
unders
tanding and skills in workFair Program was postponed.
ing with their children will also be
A bid of $69,902 from
offered at no charge.
Chester.O'Donley of Paducah for
Super Summerdays,in its fourth
lnstII1ng a fan coil system on the
develope4 to provide
IIMS campus was accepted and
Judy Whitten's budget proposal of quality instruction for small
classes of 15 or fewer highly
$544,210 for the Head Start Promotivated and talented
gram in 1988-89 was approved.
youngsters on interesting subTo be in accordance with Kenjects, according to Hazier.
tucky statutes, the board authorizHe said faculty have been
ed Jeffrey to establish extended
selected from Murray State, area
employment provisions and the
schools and other organizations
regulations for several certified
which have people with expertise
employees using such guidelines
in
intellectually stimulating study
as the importance of, length and
topics
the system's ability to control the
Courses to be offered to grades
employee's task.
one
and two include computers,
The board set aside $38.000 for
Frenc
h, learning by dance
the future purchase of a school
movements, mini-mysteries and
bus. It also voted, to sell a bus to
puppetry Students in grades three
Jerry Walker for $1,500 arid allow
and
four may choose among
the Kentucky Department of Fish
writing, pottery, study of Asia and
and Wildlife to use a bus and
Africa, wordplay and care of
driver to transport area children
animal
s. Choices for grades five
to a camp this summer.
through eight include Indians of
In other business, the board
Kentucky, writing proetry,
voted to accept the bid from
Graham Studios in Bowling Green wilderness living and studying
for school pictures next year and how the mind works.
'Parents interested in the program for their children should see
the school's gifted and talented
coordinator or principal to deter(Cont'd from page 1)
mine a child's eligibility and to obLake Barkley State Park in Cadiz. tain necessary forms
and
The event will be hosted by Gover- signatures
nor and Mrs. Wilkinson
Hasler emphasized that the
In a related visit, state budget courses are expected to
fill quickdirector Kevin J. Hable will meet ly and urged that
applications be
with President!Cala M. Stroup and
submitted as soon as possible
select University officials at 1:30
Additional information or
p.m. Monday to discuss Murray
registration details and materials
State's budget needs and funding
may be obtained by writing or
priorities.
calling: Community Education
Also, the group will tour the cam- Program.
Center for Continuing
pus and the Hancock Biological Educ,ation,
308 Sparks EA, MurStation, site of Murray State's ray
State University, Murray, Ky
Commonwealth Center of Ex- 42071,
(502) 762-2716.
cellence in Reservoir Ecology.

Super Summerdays
applications now
being accepted

Governor...
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Visit your favorite dealer,
take the rebates and the discounts.14
then come to Peoples Bank for
your low monthly payments

Weekend Specie

Rent 5 Movies for $10
Members get 6 for $10
Pick Up Friday, Bring Back Monday

SOUTH
12th and Story
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12th and Chestnut

Rent a VCR
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Get a !RIM Movie

Choose from over
2800 Movies

for only •111.111

Open til 8 Fri.,
& 6 Sat.
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PERSPECTIVE
Assault on the presidency

"We are living through a conatituUonal crisis," said the man at
my elbow ; "it is the issue of our
time." The speaker was not some
street-corner Jeremiah encased in
a sandwich board east of Times
Square; it was my friend Bob
Merry, the former White House
correspondent for The Wall Street
Journal. We had run into one
another in Low Library, at the 75th
anniversary dinner of our alma
meter , the Graduate School of
Journalism at Columbia.
History, I suspect, will concur
with Bob Merry.
We are living through an
undeclared constitutional crisis; it
is the consequence of a 20-year
siege by Congress, against the
presidency of the United States.
About 1967, when the Left concluded he would not scuttle Vietnam, the siege, devised by
academics, writers and politicians,
began — with the "breaking" of
Lyndon Johnson's presidency.
Then, however, the Law of
Unintended Consequences took effect: the act of regicide by the
Democratic Party yielded up, as
heir to the throne, the Great Satan
himself of postwar liberalism,
Richard Milhous Nixon. When Mr.
Nixon triumphed, and then trashed and humiliated the Left in 1972,
the campaign to denature the
presidency became a cause.
Shcolars who had celebrated
-strong presidents- from Jackson
and Lincoln to TR and F'DR, began
warning of an ominous new danger
to the Republic The Imperial
Presidency.
Historians who had derided Congress as a reactionary institution,
an impediment to the popular will,
suddenly discovered Congress to be
a bulwark of our liberties
The instant Mr. Nixon stumbled
in Watergate. then, the pack was
upon him. First, he was stripped of
authority to use U.S. air power to
honor our solemn treaty commitments to Saigon, then. the War
Powers Act was thrust upon him;
then, Congress moved to impeach
him, overturning the great Mandate of 1972, delivering up South
Vietnam to the Communists. on
schedule, as the defeated George
McGovern had almost pledged to
do
As for Gerald Ford's "honey. moon" with Congress and the
press, it led to a rancorous divorce
the Moment he pardoned Nixon.
thus cheating the Left of the final
course on the Watergate menu: the
arrest. trial and imprisonment of
the president of the United States.
Though the hapless Jimmy
Carter chose to appease Congress,
he. too, was dumped, when the Left
decided the rightful occupant of the
Oval Office was its own idealogical
champion. Edward Kennedy.
With the conservative landslide

in 1980, the assault on the presidency was renewed; and, as The Wall
Street Journal has ruefully observed, Ronald Reagan, despite his
many achievements, has been
remarkably passive In the defense
of his office.
Mr Reagan, after all, signed the
Boland Amendment circumscribing his presidentiar authority to
resist the Soviet Empire in Central
America; and signed, with feeble
protest, an independent counsel
law that is the extra-constitutional
weapon of congress in humbling
and ousting modern presidents.
When Congress bypassed and
negated the president's veto power
over spending, by devising the expedient of the massive "continuing
resolution," ( veto of which would
mean a shut-down of the government), Mr. Reagan repeatedly
refused the challenge, and declined to exercise his inherent power to
veto sections of omnibus bills.
In the Iran-contra affair, the
White House chose the path of accommodation. Countless confidential documents were provided the
committee that were quickly leaked to a hostile press. When 011ie
North exposed the hypocrasy and
malevolence of the show trial, the
White House staff behaved as
though it had "no dog in that fight."
"We must get along with the Congress," was a cliche I heard a thousand times in the West Wing. But
how does the White House "get
along" with a usurpative and aggressive legislature that has in
mind bringing down the president
himself?
Today, the Byrd-Wright forces
are gathering Republican votes to
override Mr. Reagan's veto of a
trade bill that is designed to restrict
the republican President's authority to make trade policy, and make
him a sometimes subordinate of his
own trade representative.
The Bully Pulpit, too, has been
diminished in the siege, as the networks have unilaterally declared a
policy of giving "the loyal opposition" 44.; -a- congressional
Democrat, chosen by party
caucus) automatic right of instant
reply to each Oval Office address.
Fearful of comparison with Nixon
and Agnew. the White House has
acquiesced. even swallowing the
networks' houghty decision not to
carry Mr. Reagan's final plea for
contra aid as "not news-worthy."
Not since the impeachment of
Andrew Johnson by radical
Republicans hell-bent on imposing
a Carthaginian peace on the
defeated South has the presidency
been so savaged and weakened.
For decades, conservatives
schemed to capture the White,
House; and eventually succedded.
What a paradox, then, that even as
the presidency fell within its grasp,
the Republican Party watched indolently, sometimes passively collaborating, as the left constricted
that magnificent institution.
Until the presidency is reconverted into the first branch of
American government, the conservative agenda — endorsed in thr4
national landslides — will remain
unfinished
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Dream-cars give way to sensibility
Mike Royko Is on vacation. The
following column first appeared
Jan. SO, 1979.
Unlike many men who pretend
otherwise, I've never bought a car
for any practical reasons.
Every new car I've ever owned
has fulfilled a fantasy. I don't ask
salesmen about the gas mileage,
peer at the engine, kick the tires,
or measure the seating space for
passengers. I don't care about
these things.
All I care about is whether the
car makes me feel suave and
dashing and romantic.
To put it bluntly, almost every
car I've owned has been a phallic
symbol.
I see nothing wrong with admitting it. The auto makers spend
millions on advertising to promote
this concept. In those TV commercials, it's obvious the beautiful
models aren't lusting all over the
cars because of the warranties. So
it would be un-American of me to
resist.
The first new car I bought was a
red convertible. I had wanted one
since I was 12 because it was
believed by my peers that anyone
with a red convertible could pick
up girls.
By the time I bought my red convertible, girls were not impressed,
since I usually had my two kids in
the back seat.
When that car wore out, I traded
it in for a low, sleek, flaming
orange Datsun 240-Z sports car. I
bought it during a period of my life
in which I preferred to think of
myself as James Bond. I would
glide up avenues, glancing in the
rearview mirror to see if I was be-

ing tailed by agents from the evil
SMERSH.
In most cases, I was being tailed
by a city bus. But, then, the agents
of SMERSH would do anything to
disguise their presence, as Bond
could tell you.
When the low, sleek 240-Z aged, I
traded it in for a low, sleek
Camaro, which had a four-speed
stick shift and a huge Corvette
engine. It could leave a trail of
rubber a block long.
A friend of mine looked at the
Camaro the day I got it and said:
"You must be crazy."
"Why?"
"This is a hot rod, a bomb.
You're a balding, near-sighted,
middle-aged man. You are not the
Fonz. You should be driving a
sedate sedan, not a teen-ager's
dream."
I told him: "When I was a teenager, the only thing I rode was the
el. This was the kind of car I
dreamed about. Now I have it. I
am fulfilling a fantasy. I am going
to be James Dean for a while."
"You're crazy."
"Maybe. But do you dare
challenge me to a drag race?"
He refused,-of course. And while
driving his sensible sedan, his
arteries hardened and he entered
premature senility. Meanwhile, I

was leaving teen-agers popeyed as
"I'm sorry," he said, "but there
I joyously peeled away from them is no such thing as a suave, funcat stop lights.
tional, four-wheel-drive phallic
When I attended his wake, I symbol. Any psychiatrist would
leaned down and whispered to his tell you that."
waxen remains: "You should have
So ended an era in my life. After
had a four-speed stick, you old years in bucket seats only a few incoot. At least you would have gone ches above the road, I found
out with mufflers roaring."
myself in a practical, square vehiBut now that is all behind me. cle, sitting so high I could look No more stick shifts, convertibles down on the roofs of ordinary cars.
and sleek sports cars. No more
I supposed life is full of tradeJames Bond. No more being a offs. Now I can handle any blizdashing, romantic figure. There zard or icy ruts.
seems little point in owning a
But when I pull up in front of a
phallic symbol if you have to keep restaurant, which is a joy to do in a
asking bystanders to help push it low, sleek sports car, the doorman
out of a snowbank.
will probably tell me to deliver the
Like most Chicagoans who vegetables at the back door.
drive, I spent last winter spinning
I'll have to revise all my
my wheels in side-street ruts.
automotive fantasies. No more
So in January, I skidded to a car sleek, bejeweled women with
agency and asked the salesman if foreign accents sliding in and out
he had something that would drive of my suave sports cars, with just
through snow.
a flash of leg for the envious
He went outside and pointed at a __pedestrians.
vehicle. "That will go anywhere,"
Now, in my squat, functional.
he said. "It has four-wheel drive." four-wheel-drive Bronco — with
"It looks like a truck," I said.
optional plow attachment — I'll
"It is a bronco," he said. It is have to fantisize about a truck stop
more than a truck. It is a fourwaitress named Pearl who has a
wheel-drive recreational vehicle." heart of gold and varicose veins.
Maybe so. But it looked like the
In my sports cars, I was James
kind of thing you'd use to pick up Bond. Or, on a slow day, Rex Harand deliver dry cleaning.
rison. Now in my truck, who am I?
We took it for a test drive and he
Willie Mike? Mikey Bob, Billy
was right. We zipped through the
Carter?
worst side streets without difficul''Breaker, breaker, ol' buddy,
ty. We aimed it at snowdrifts and
tell Pearl to put on a_ clean apron
drove in and out with ease.
and to set me up a cup of java and
"What do you think?" he said.
a bowl of beans, cuz ol' Willie Mike
"I like the way it goes through
is highballin' round the bend."
the snow, but don't you have
I'll get used to it, I guess.
something suave that also goes
And heck, Pearl ain't half bad,
through snow? A four-wheel-drive
especially when she's wearing'
phallic symbol?"
her teeth.

Buron Jeffrey at Lynn Grove and
Edward Curd at New Concord.

Southwestern Kentucky Medical
Association at
meeting

Look in g Ba(.1.
lbw yearsago
..Named as superlatives of Murray High School Senior Class were
Bruce Horning, Beth Boston,
Mary Smock, Frank Gilliam, Jon
Noffsinger, Kim Alley, Johnny
Carruthers, Becky West, Bill
Wilson, DeAnn Thornton, Tommy
Shown, Gloria Cavitt„13111 Ligon.
Tressa Brewer, Claude Johnson,
Karen Jackson, Bob Thurman and
Paulette Hooks.
Frances Brown, associate professor of home economics at Murray State University, was honored
at a retirement tea on May 7 at
Home Management House at
MSU.
Tommy Fike of Calloway County High School shot a season low of
76 to win second place and qualify
for state competition in First
Regional High School Boys' Golf
Tournament.
•
Twenty years ago
Army Specialist 4 Dale M.
Garland, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ivioyd Garland, is serving with
378th Maintenance Support Company near Long Binh, Vietnam.
Ronald Christopher has been
named as assistant U.S. Atorney
for Western Districit of Kentucky
In United States Federal Court.
Gail Furies, Barbara Rose,
Pam Cooper,' Elizabeth Nance,
Shirley Hays and Donna Williams
have been elected as cheerleaders
for 1968-69 at Calloway County
High Schoo.
Thirty years ago
Leona Lawrence is valedictorian and Jean Frances Parker is
salutatorian of the 1958 graduating
class of Kirksey High School.
Armed Forces Week will be
observed here with ROTC Honor
Awards Ceremony on court square
on May 15 and with weapons
display from 101st Airborne Division, Fort Campbell, on May 17
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Bennett and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Jones
Forty years ago
Calloway County Board of
Education has announced principals for 1948-49 school year for
five local high schools as William
Miller at Almo, H.D. Roberts at
Hazel, J.H. Walston at Kiricsey.

BENEFIT GOSPEL SINGING
featuring

The King's Sons
Al and Jane Chapman
Date: Sunday, May 15 - 2:00 p.m.
Where: First Baptist Church
An offering will be taken to help the Wayne Blackford family.

The public is invited to attend.

Dr. Hugh Houston of HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Inc., was elected
secretary -treasurer of

Paducah
Paul Moore has been employed
as medical technician at Murray

Hospital, according to Carmon
Graham, administrator.
Hardy Curd was honored at a
dinner in celebration of his 78th
birthday on May 9 at his home in
Hazel.
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Jo Burkeen, editor

Corning community events listed
Friday, May 13
Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
————
Fifth annual fish fry for senior
citizens by Blood River Bass
Masters will be at 6 p.m. at Ellis
Community Center. For transportation call 753-0929.

tap

Twilight Golf for men and ladies
is scheduled at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club.

Lt. Col. Jim Vaughan, guest speaker, is pictured with,from left, Mrs. Loal Cole, Mrs. Price Doyle mad Mrs.
Leon Grogan at the 40th anniversary meeting of Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution at the Doyle home.

DAR celebrates 40th anniversary
By Loree S. Doyle
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of the Daughters of the American
Revolution celebrated its 40th anniversary at the April meeting in
the home of Mrs. Price Doyle.
Mrs. Leon Grogan was cohostess.
The speaker of the afternoon
was Lt. Col. Jim Vaughan. head of
ROTC at Murray State University.
His topic was "Military Tactics in
the Revolutionary Era."
PA said the tactics of this early
'Ka c. 0,Itthued with very little
:ha.nge throughout all our later
wars until inventions of new
-; and techniques in the
century brought altout

130ATOWNERS:
Stay afloat
in the wake
of trouble...
With Nationwide's "All
Risk" Boatowners Plan.
Here's complete protection
against virtually every
peril, including collision,
theft, fire and stranding.
Covers your boat and
accessories!
Find out more about the
"All Risk" Boatowners
Plan from your
Nationwide agent. Call
today.

Stubblefield honored

Dale Willis

The National Hotel
100 N 6th St

10

Suite B

753-2508

NATIONWIDE
INSURANCE

•

General, Mrs. O'Byrne; pictures
major changes."
Mrs. Loal Cole, regent, presid- of organizing regent, Mrs. Warren
ed. In her opening remarks, Mrs. S. Swann, and of Kentucky state
Cole said it was fitting that the an- -regent, Dr. Winona Stevens Jones,
niversary meeting was being held who made a special trip to Murray
in the home of one of the charter to implement the organization of
members where so many of the the new chapter.
early chapter meetings took
Estella Armstrong O'Byrne,
president general. also was picplace,
The chapter in its 40-year tured. A scrapbook, compiled by
history has had 12 regents, six of the late Mrs. Wesley Waldrop,
whom are members of the chapter covering the period. 1948-1964. was
at the present time. They are on exhibition, as was the first
Virgil Grogan, Mildred Hatcher, minute book of the chapter. Virgil
Sally Livesay, Kim McFarlen, Grogan, present day recording
Dorothy Byrn and Fransuella secretary, read several of the
Cole.
minutes of the earliest meetings.
One member joined the DAR 57
A flag which was always used in
years ago; two joined 47 years early chapter meetings in the
ago: four charter members are Doyle home was prominent
Halene Hatcher Visher, Juliet Col- among mothelieoes shown.
eman Hart, Virgil Childress
The colors of NSDAR are blue
Grogan and Loree Strader Doyle. -and white, and were chosen
Four chapter members have had because the men of the Headmembership for more than 25 quarters Staff of Gen. Washington
yrars; 12 have been in the DAR were blue and white uniforms.
more than 10 years; five have Blue and white flower armembership which ranges from rangements, candles and the anniversary cake, made and
nine years to two years.
The immediate past regent, decorated by Virgil Grogan. all
Mrs. James M. Byrn, is the pre- carried the blue and white motif.
sent director of DAR First Mrs. Grogan served the cake and
District.
Mrs. Cole presided at the punch
There was a display of bow.
memorabilia of 40 years ago, conThe chapter is scheduled to
sisting of framed membership meet Saturday, May 14, at the
certificates; letter to welcome a home of Mrs. Castle Parker with
new member from the President Dr. Keith Heim as the speaker.

Nalionerelle is on your $ully

Nation•iosnaauluei Fire insurance COn,pany
Herne office Cisi,onb.us Oeu•

Chad Dallas Stubblefield, a
senior at Calloway County High
School, will receive scholarships
totaling $1,500 for the 198849
academic year at Murray State
University.
The awards are a $1,000 John W.
\ Carr Scholarship and a $500 M.O.
Wrather Memorial Scholarship.
Ranked llth in the 224-membe
graduating class. Stubblefield is
the son of Charles and Marianna
--Stubblefield of Rt. 4, Murray.
During his high school career he
has served as a member of the
varsity football and basketball
teams, Beta Club and Future

Business Leaders of America.
An Academic All-American. he
won the DAR Good Citizen Award
and was named to the All-Western
Kentucky -Conference football
team.
- The Carr scholarship, named for
the first president of Murray
State, is renewable for a second
year based on maintenance of a 3.0
grade point average. Recipients
are selected on their potential to
continue the traditions set by
Carr: high academic achievement, outstanding leadership and
a concern for others.
The Wrather honor is a one-year
award made by the MSU Alumni
Association based on the student's
academic record and extracurricular activities.

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
for members only.
————
AA and Al-Anon wth meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevtl Center, South
10th Street Extened, Mayfield.
————
ROTC Commissioning
Ceremony will be at 7 p.m. in
Rooms 226-228 of Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University. The
public is invited.
————
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Lowell Mason, singing midgett,
46 inches tall, seen on NBC's
"Real People," will appear in person at Bethel Chapel Pentecostal
Church, Highway 94 East, at 7
p.m.

Dance featuring Wishbone will
be from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge. This is for members
only.

Immanuel Lutheran Church will
have a garage sale from 7 a.m. to 3
p.m. today at church.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Buildin,
South Sixth and Maple Streets

Saturday, May 14
Mr. and Mrs. Starkie Hall will
have open house in celebration of
50th wedding anniversary from 1
to 5 p.m. at home on Forrest Coleman Road.
————
Murray Bands will have "free"
car washes from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Hardee's, North 12th Street, and
Sirloin Stockade, South 12th
Street.

Commencement ceremonies for
December 1987 and May and
August 1988 graduates at Murray
State University will be at 10 a.m
In Racer Arena„ A reception will
follow.

Farmington Volunteer Fire
Department will have its "Pig
Out" Barbecue at Farmington
Elementary School. Serving will
start at 5 p.m.
————
Adult Tennis Clinics will be at 9
a.m. for beginners, 10:30 a.m. for
intermediates and 1 p.m. for advancers at Murray Country Club.
Sign up at tennis shop or call
753-5793.
————
Victory Singers of Mattoon, Ill..
will present a concert at 7 p.m. at
Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
Writers' Potpourri will meet at
9:30 a.m. at Calloway County
Public Library.
————
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of Eastern Star will have
Friendship Night and honor
Frances Churchill, Grand cornmittee member, at 6:30 p.m. at
lodge hall. A potluck supper will
be served.
Playhouse in the Park will have
a yard sale from 8 a.m. to 12 noon
in depot at Murray-Calloway
County Park.

( Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun.•All Seats $2.50
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JASON IS BACK
BUT THIS TIME
SOMEONE'S WAITING.

WE WILL
CUSTOM-CREATE
WINDOW
TREATMENTS
...JUST FOR
g.
YOU
ANTHONY MICHAEL HALL
ROBERT DOWNEY,JR.
JOHNNY
BE GOOD

40%
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Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Pioneering Outdoor Enrichment Series at Energy
Lake Campground; Special
Population Fishing Tournament at
Devils Elbow Lake Access; Senior
Citizen Week at Piney Campground; Yellow Lady's Slipper
Orchid Search at 9:30 a.m. and
Goodness Snakes at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; (omposting at 1:30 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30p.m., Muzzleloading Rifle
Match at 1:30 p.m. and Evening at
The Homeplace at 7 p.m.. all at
Homeplace-1850.
Garage sale at Immanuel
Lutheran Church will continue today from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m.
———_
Softball game between residents
of West View Nursing Home and
Fern Terrace Lodge will be at 5
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Park.
————
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of Daughters of American Revolution is scheduled to meet with Mrs.
Castle Parker.
Beef tour, sponsored by
Mayfield Sweet Feed Mill, will
begin at 9 a.m. on Harold Hurt
farm in Calloway County. Lunch
will be served.
————
Singles' Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will meet
at 5:30 p.m. to go to Betty Hill's
cabin for a potluck.
————
Benefit gospel singing for
Heartland Ministry, Inc., featuring The Neighbors, The Liberty

Hwy. 641 North

Today is last day for - Fine Free
Week" at Calloway County Public
Library. Persons may return
overdue books and materials free
of fines
Monday, May 14
Dedication of O.B. Boone Jr.
Memorial Scent Garden on west
side of Calloway. County Public
Library grounds will be at 4 pin. A
reception will follow on patio of
Library Arts Annex.
————
Kentucky Baptist Convention
Senior Adult Retreat will e at
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly.
————
Murray City Schools will provide a screening for all children
ready to begin kindergarten in the
fall of 1988 from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. at Robertson School. Call
753-5022 for an appointment.
————
Reservations for ladies luncheon on Wednesday at Oaks
Country Club should be made today with Paula Crouse or Debbie
Shapla.
(Cont'd on page 10)
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DINE-IN,PICK-UP OR FREE DELIVERY!

,74
(502) 753-3403

Sunday, May 15
Mr. and Mrs. Dee Lamb will be
honored in celebration of 50th wedding anniversary with a reception
from 2 to 4 p.m. in Hospitality
Room of University Branch of
Bank of Murray.
———
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South -Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
759-4059, 762-1399 or 753-7764.
————
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will have its annual homecoming.
————
Dexter Baptist Church will have
an all-day old fashioned event.
———
Gospel-Aires will sing at 3 p.m.
at St. John Missionary Baptist
Church.
————
Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene will have all-day
services.
————
Gospel Four will sing at 2 p.m.
at Coldwater Baptist Church.
————
Reservations for Old Faxon
High School reunion on May 28 at
Calloway County High School
should be made by today with
Rub) Dyer Herndon.
———
Gospel singing for Wayne
Blackford family will be at 2 p.m.
at First Baptist Church
————
Luncheon for graduating high
school seniors of Memorial Baptist Church will- be at 1 p m at
home of 'Dwane and Margot
McIntosh.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Pioneering Outdoor Enrichment Series at Energy
Lake Campground; Iron Industry
at 10:30 a.m. and 1.30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850, Controversial
Coyote at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
————
St. Leo Marian Pilgrimage to La
Center will start at 1 p.m in parking lot of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

The best pizza in town.

Your decorating headquarters
for draperies, bedspreads, fabric
shades, shutters, wood blinds, etc...
*Large selection of Designer Fabrics

The Village
(Nem 10 lain

Saturday, May 14
Boys, Pam Hayden and The
Shelton Singers will be at 7 p.m. at
Hardin Baptist Church.

•

Blinds
and
Verticals

6
Ouslom/
TUESDAY NITE IS BARGAIN NITE•ADM. 2.50

Saturday, May 14
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
and Accepted Masons will sponsor
a golf tournament at Miller
Memorial Golf Course. Anyone
wishing to participate should be at
the golf course at 8:30 a.m.
————
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a
breakfast at 9 a.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn.
————
Men's Spring Golf Tournament
will be at Oaks Country Club. For
information call Charlie Hargrove
at 753-6454.
————
W?•fU Centennial Celebration
will be at 11:30 a.m. in Fellowship
Hall of First Baptist Church.
————
Children's Choir Party at
Memorial Baptist Church will be
at 11 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Park.
————
First District PTA Summer
Board/Awards meeting will be at
11 a.m. at Symsonia School.
————
Main Street-Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
1 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information ca11753-TEEN.

Special Good Thurs., Fri., Sat. & Sun.
May 12th-15th

Chestnut St.
•ni

753-6656
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Christian Women's Club plans event
Murray Christian Women's Club
will have its "Off to the Derby"
luncheon on Tuesday, May 17,
from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant. The cost will be
$4.50 per person.
"How to Grow 'Winning' Roses"
will be the special feature to be
presented by a representative of
Jones Landscaping.
Ann Ragsdale of Nashville,
Tenn., will be the featured guest
speaker.
Featured soloist will be Joetta
H. Kelly of Murray.
Reservations for the luncheon

must be made by noon on Monday,
May 16, with Linda Salley at
753-8016 or Freda Lovett at
753-3999. For cancellations call
Sherry Edwards at 753-8034.
A nursery at a cost of $1 per
family will be provided for
preschoolers at Memorial Baptist
Church, 10th and Math Streets.
Cancellations for the nursery can
be made until 11 a.m. Tuesday by
calling Martha Yezerski at
759-1270.
"Christian Women's Club is an
international organization with
2,200 clubs throughout the world
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who meet monthly. There is no
formal membership; thus no dues
or special requirements. There is
no affiliation with any other clubs
or with any particular religious
denomination," said Dottie
Kraemer,chairman of the Murray
club.

New Providence Pub meets
,h3c
for the handicapped) and Story
Hour at Calloway Public Library.
International Day and the club's
activities were discussed.
Also present were Mary Pullin
Mrs. ; Herndon presented a
and
Debbie Gibbs.
lesson on "A New View of You."
Refreshments were served by
Marla Thomason, club presiMrs. Herndon.
dent, presided. Each member
The club will meet Tuesday,
brought an item for W.A.T.C.H.
May 17, at 1 p.m. in the home of
(work activities training center
Colleen Anderson.
THE REV.JOHN RHODES of Columbus, Miss., will be the speaker
School lunch menus sponsored by oung-at-Heart.
at a camp meeting revival at
Calvary Temple, located on U.S.
Highway 641 South, starting Sunday, May 15, and continuing
through Friday, May 20. Services
will be at 6:30 p.m. Sunday and at
-I p.m. nightly, Monday through
-Friday. The Rev. E.F. Ciere,
Children's
-pastor, invites the public to attend
Fashions
these services.
Gail Herndon opened her home
for the April 12th meeting of the
New Providence Homemakers
Club.

BENEFIT SINGING — A gospel
singing for the benefit of the
Wayne Blackford family will be
Sunday, May 15, at 2 p.m. in sanctuary of First Baptist Church. The
Blackford's daughter, Emily, died
recently after undergoing surgery
and a long hospitalization at
Vanderbilt University Medical
Center, Nashville, Tenn. Featured
will be The King's Sons, top photo,
who are, from left, Roger Stubblefield, Randy McClure, Tony
McClure affd Gary McClure,
seated; and side photo, Al and
Jane Chapman. The public is invited to attend the singing. A
freewill offering for the Blackford
family will be taken.

theart
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Menus for the various lunchrooms in the city and county
schools for the week of May 16 to
20 have been released by Judy
Hina and Joanna Adams,food service directors for Murray City and
Calloway County schools
respectively.
The menus are subject to occasional change because of
availability of food or other
special occasions.. Menus are as
follows:
MURRAY CITY
Robertson Center
Monday — breakfast — cereal,
lunch — hamburger or grilled
cheese; Tuesday — breakfast —
Poptart, lunch — pizza or submarine sandwich: Wednesday —
breakfast — waffles w/syrup,
liWch — taco salad or corn dog;
Thursday — breakfast — cinnamon toast, lunch — hamburger
or Sloppy Joe; Friday — breakfast
— cereal, lunch — sack lunch for
field day — hot dog or peanut butter sandwich. Fruit or fruit juice
and milk for breakfast and choice
of fruits and vegetables and milk
for lunch are available daily.
Carter Center
Monday — breakfast — cinnamon toast, lunch — hamburger
or tuna salad sandwich; Tuesday
— breakfast — apple turnover.
lunch — pizza or egg and sausage
sandwich.; Wednesday —
breakfast — cereal, lunch — fried
chicken w/rolls: Thursday —
breakfast — Poptart, lunch —
turkey sandwich or Sloppy Joe:!
Friday
breakfast — donut,
lunch — chicken nuggets w/sauce
or pimento cheese sandwich. Fruit
or fruit juice and milk for
breakfast and choice of fruits and
vegetables and milk for lunch are
available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday — breakfast — cheese
toast, lunch — chili dog or hamburger; Tuesday — breakfast —
Poptart, lunch — beefaroni or hot
ham and cheese; Wednesday —
breakfast — bacon and toast,
lunch — sliced turkey w/cheese
sauce or hot dog; Thursday —
breakfast — egg and toast, lunch
— corn 'tog or hot ham and
cheese; Friday — breakfast —
Poptart, lunch — tomato stuffed
with tuna salad or cheeseburger.
Cereal, fruit or fruit juice and milk
for breakast and pizza, French
fries, choice of' fruits and
vegetables, fruit juice and milk for
lonch are available daily.

Murray High
Monday — breakfast — French
toast, lunch — chicken fried steak
or barbecue sandwich; Tuesday —
breakfast — sausage and biscuit,
lunch — bacon, educe and tomato
sandwich or grilled cheese;
Wednesday — breakfast — cinnamon toast, lunch — Kentucky
Hot Brown or Chuckwagon;
Thursday — breakfast — muffin,
lunch — burritoes w/meat sauce
or chicken patty; Friday —
breakfast — donut, lunch —
fiestada or fish sandwich
w/cheese wedge. Cereal, fruit or
fruit juice and milk for breakfast
and pizza, French fries, baked
potatoes, milk and fruit juice for
lunch are available daily. Taco
bar will be available at lunch on
Thursday.
————
CALLOWAY COUNTY
————
East, North
and Southwest
Monday — breakfast — Poptart.
lunch — chicken pot pie or hot
dog; ?meaty — breakfast — pizza, lunch — Kentucky Hot brown
or hamburger; Wednesday —
breakfast — cinnamon roll, lunch
— spaghetti w/meat suace or
turkey club sandwich; Thursday
— breakfast — ham and biscuit.
lunch — pizza or Sloppy Joe sandwich; Friday — breakfast —
donut, lunch — turkey an dressing
or hot ham and cheese sandwich.
Cereal, juice and milk for
breakfast and fruits, vegetables.
pizza, French fries, fruit drink and
milk for lunch are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday — hamburger, burrito/chili or salad bar; Tuesday —
EtLT w/cheese, turkey and dressing or salad bar; Wednesday —
cheeseburger, Kentucky Hot
Brown or salad bar; Thursday —
barbecue sandwich, spaghetti
w/meat sauce or salad bar; Friday — fish sanwich, vegetable
soup w/pimento cheese or taco
bar. Pizza, fruits, vegetables,
desserts, milk and fruit drink are
available dailey.
Calloway High
Monday — mushroom burger or
sweet and sour chicken; Tuesday
— Nacho dog or turkey and dressing; Wednesday — pissaburger or
crispy fish; Thursday — barbecue
sandwich or spaghetti w/meat
sauce; Friday — turkey club sanwich or barbecue ribbette. Pizza,
fruits, vegetables, desserts, milk
and fruit drink are available daily.

Grandfather and His
)Grandson Engage in
Dealing for Wheels

DEAR ABBY: Just when I
thought I had heard or seen most
things in life, I now realize I had
not.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Two years ago, I
advised my (then) 15-year-old
grandson that for every dollar he
put into his savings account, I
would match it toward his purchase
a car.

So far he has put very little into
the accolint, but now he is asking if
I will match his funds for the
purchase of a motorcycle, as the
price of a car is beyond his finances.
The boy is bright, intelligent and

DATEBOOK
Tennis play on Monday
Monday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play Mon-day, May 16, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as foil
s: Court
1 — Georgianna Moffitt, Gayle Foster, Frances Hulse and Paisy
Miller;
Court 2 — Martha Andrus, Lois Keller, Rainey Apperson and Marilyn
Adkins • Court 3 - Norma Frank, Marilyn Germann, Renee Wynn
and
Judy Mastera. Substitutes will be Ruth Pickens and Cathy Young.

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers will met Tuesday, May 17, at 6 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library. Freda Lovett will present a lesson on "Miniatures.'
Members should return the surveys, according to Mary Ryan, chairman. who invites all interested persons to attend.

Dexter Baptist plans service
'Dexter Baptist Church will have an "Old-Fashioned" all-day service
on Sunday, May 15. Members are asked to dress in old fashion clothes.
Sunday School will be at la a.m. with worship at 11 a.m. with the Rev.
Paul Bogard, pastor, as speaker. A gasket dinner will be served at noon
followed by a gospel singing featuring The Kingsmen Quartet of
Mayfield. The public is invited to attend, a church spokesman said.

Lutherans holding yard sale
Immanuel Lutheran Church is having a yard sale today (Friday)
from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. and on Saturday, May 14, from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. The
sale win be in the yard of the church at 15th and Main Streets.

Softball game will be Saturday
.A softball game between residents of Fern Terrace Lodge and West
.View Nursing Home will be Saturday, May 14, at 5 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Park. Caps and shirts for the team members have
been provided. A trophy will be presented to the winner. The public is invited to come out and see these residents play this softball game
Saturday.

Library having 'fine free' week
Calloway County Public Library is observing "Fine Free Week"
through Sunday, May 15. Persons who have overdue books andmaterials
may retumi them free of fines anytime through Sunday. The book
depository will be open 24 hours a day."We are anxious to get the books
back in the library and in circulation," remarked Velva Maupin, circulation director. "This time of year seems to be the perfect time for an
amnesty week as the school year is drawing to a close, and spring house
cleaning seems to turn up lost books," Maupin added.

irresponsible. He could have worked
and saved enough money (with my
matching funds) to have purchased
a good swondhand car by now, but
he is primarily interested in sports,
surfing and the female gender.
His father(my son)does not want
him to have a motorcycle, and I am
reluctant to go against my son's
wishes. What shall I do? Alienate
y son or my grandson?
GEORGE IN SAN FRANCISCO

My husband has to travel frequently on out-of-city and state
business trips. He has a business
aisociate I will refer to as "Flint"
(as in "skinflint"). My husband
asked Flint why he always carries
two and sometimes three large
suitcases on these trips of three or
four days. Are you ready? Flint's
wife packs all his dirty shirts and
suits, and he has them laundered,
cleaned, and billed on the hotel
costa for which he is then reimbursed. Flint said he's even had the
drapes and curtains done this way.

DEAR GEORGE: Don't be
concerned about alienating either one. Remind your grandson that the deal was on a "car"
— not a motorcycle.
DEAR ABBY: I have the most
unusual problem anyone can imagine. "Kenneth" and I have been
married for 62 years — until now,
very happily. When I was in my
teens, it was a fad to keep a diary,
so I kept one. My husband came
across my diary and read it! I had
a few dates with a boy when I was
18.- I wrote about going to three
dances with him — also a picnic.
Then I stopped seeing him because
I met Kenneth. We fell in love, and
a year later we were married.
Now, 62 years later, Kenneth
wants to know "everything" about
__this fellow, and, Abby,for the life of
me I can't remember a thing about
him — what he looked like, how I
met hinror anything else. I swear he
didn't mean a thing to me.
Kenneth is making my life miserable. Can you suggest anything
that may help me remember this
fellow? Kenneth said for me to write
to you. Thanks a million.
WOUNDED WIFE IN OHIO
DEAR
WOUNDED: Go
through your old snapshots —
also try your high school annual. If you come up with something, dandy; if not, tell Kenneth that Abby said,"If you are
having such a tough time trying
to remember this fellow, your
husband has nothing to be
jealous of."

STAGGERED IN LA.
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• Leather-like textured steel
• Sliding lift-out basket
• Adiustable temperature Control
• Energy-saving features

Come On Down And Eat With Us!
Thursday — Ribeye Special
Friday & Saturday — Catfish, Shrimp
Frog Legs
Sunday — Raked Ham
Thurs., Fri., Sat. — 4-10:00
Sunday — 12-8:00

COUNTY LINE
PLACE
(Formerly
County Line 0rocery)
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We Sell

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center — Hwy
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

641
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Olympic Plaza
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Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County School
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger .t Times. Please direct
your questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools I 753-4363y or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

The East Elementary first-grade "scientists" have rediscovered
dinosaurs. The children in Mrs. Leet's , Mrs. Cooper's and Mn.
Haskins' classes are becoming pros on the subject. They have studied
the various plant- and meat-eating dinosaurs. The unit was complete
with a visit from Tyrannosaurus Rex and a movie about the newest facts
on dinosaurs. Pictured, left to right, are: Craig Outland, Philip Rogers,
Ashley Kirks, Brad Sanders, Jonathan King, Mind Orr, Shane Smith,
Mary Beth Scott and Rebecca Osborne.

Willie Jackson, principal of Murray Elementary shares his hobby of
wood-carving with Lashlee Foster's second-grade class. The children
just finished the story "Daniel's Duck," about a famous woodcarver.

SaFaral area student attended the Youth Arts Festival at Murray State
University recently. Attending from Southwest Elementary were,left to
right, front row: Molly Willis, Greg Taylor, Kylie Johnson, Michelle
DOM. Jennifer Cousins, Julie Yoo and Mandy VanDyke. Back row:
Kathy Cleaver, sponsor; Holly Barnes, Jeremy Long, Ryan Key, Andy
Rose, Tina Gibson, Peter O'Rourke, Tommy Richter and Laura Gough.
Not pictured is Scott Earwood.

- Mrs. Foster's second-grade recently studied ways that countries share
resources and ideas. Two countries emphasized in the social studies unit
were Mexico and Canada. Carols Acevedo, who speaks mostly Spanish,
visited the class to share his native country of Mexico. Debbie Toth. a
Spanish student at Murray High, and Kock) Miranda acted as
Interpreters.

East Calloway Elementary fifth-grade teacher Linnie Hooks recently
chaperoned 31 students attending the Youth Arts Festival at Murray
State University. The day was filled with assembly programs and
workshops on music, visual arts, dance, drama and creative writing.
Susan Taylor was coordinator of this year's program, which is designed
to increase and cultivate cultural arts interests and programs for
students. Those attending were: Eric McKee,Ruthie Buskuehl, Melanie
Slemmer,Jeff Houston, Melanie Morris, Johns Brittain, Joey Burnett,
Michael Lusk, Grace Mason, Jennifer Paul. MacRae Coleman, Jason
Herbert, LeAnna McCoy, Erica Rowlett, Ashley Cleaver, Jason Leet,
Celena Cooper, Erin Grogan, Mary Lough, Shelley Evans, Teresa Gardner, Leigh Walker, Kristin Poet, Jackie Willie, Jason Grogan, Jennifer
Higgins, Tiffany Ticknor, Mark Dugger and Dana Cooper.

Crisd Sorrell', a fifth-grade student at North Elementary, assisted by
Gary Muffins, band director at Calloway County Middle School, is learning to play the baritone. The fifth-grade students have recently completed a unit on instruments of the band and orchestra.

The third-grade class of Mrs. Pinkstoo at Carter('enter planted a poplar
tree on the school grounds in honor of Arbor Day. The project was under
the direction of student teacher Jamie Lyons, as part of a unit on plants.

Third, fourth and fifth-grade students recently presented their spring
musical. Several of these students gave a sample of this program for the
First District PTA meeting held at North Elementary on April 19.
Students from North Elementary were, front row, left to right: Nikld
McMillen, Amy Boggess, Karla Blakely, Amanda Barrow, Beth Carroway, Angela Fortner, Melissa Johnson, Dna Beaks, Tammie Jones,
Erin Gillum and Mec,helle Woodall. Back row:alien Riley, E.A. Royal,
Cristi Roberta, Daysha Hooks, Kell* Edwards, Melody Parker, Jared
Lassiter, April McKeel, Michael Enoch, Kelly Felts, Greg Collins,
Cristina Thorn and Michael Galloway.
First graders at North Calloway Elementary visited Shirley's Florist
and Greenhouse recently, following a unit on plants. While touring the
greenhouse, Art Jewell explained proper care of plants. He also discussed varieties of plants. As a special treat. Jewel gave each child a
tomato plant. The unit was taught by Anita Burkeen. Pictured with
Jewell, left to right, are Adam Ragsdale, Shawn& Jones and Chris
Mohler.

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS
The first-grade at North Calloway Elementary performed the play,
"The (lass of 1999," recently. Each child portrayed a given profession
with costumes representing that profession. They were accompanied by
Karen Bolls with numerous songs. The first-grade teachers are Jackie
Cassity, Karen Goetz, Becky Gore and Anita Burkeen.
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The children of Robertson and Carter Elementary schools enjoyed a
special visit from the Murray Middle School Jazz Band under the direc
don of Beth Stribling. The history of each instrument was given and
several selections were played. Shown, left to right, first row: Robertson students David Steffey, Jason Malone, Dustin Morganti, Whitatl
Hooper, second row: Heather Byrd, Ryan Pickens,(lifton Jones, Matt
Brown, Jeremy Hunt, Ellen (lambert:Lod and Celia Boone. Middle
school students, third row: Anna Perkins, Matt Lawson, David Green,
Thomas Daniels with his Bari Sax, Boyd Hainsworth, Philip Brown,
back row: Paul Baugher, Eric Niffenegger, Michael Lovett, Janie Martin, Celina Hutson, Lance ('antrell and David Harp.

TUCK'S

PANELING Hwy-45-i iii.- lo.
Martin, TN
( oo PATTERNS)
9011587/3000

7:30-5:30 MON-FRI
SAT 7:30-3:00
FIBERGLASS TUB UNITS
'1 25.00
No. 1 INT. DOOR UNITS '37.O0,,,,,,
METAL DOOR UNITS. low as '69.00
VANITIES witop - '39.95
7/16" CHIPBOARD - '6.50
All Kinds of TREATED LUMBER
I/2" PLYWOOD - '6.25
2 x 4 x 8' - 79*
PANELING - low as '2.50
VINYL FLOOR COVERING - '2.50
KITCHEN COUNTER TOPS No. 1
'4.99/ft.
EXT. WOOD SIDING — '6.95
4 x 8 TREATED LATTICE
WHIRLPOOLS — '395.00 Up
PLUMBING SUPPLIES
STORM DOORS — '45.00
2x4's, 2x6's, 2x8's No. 3 Pine

custom
door
shop
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Local churches announce speakers and music for Sunday servic
es

Various churches in Murray and
Elm Grove Baptist
Robets, Jerry Fulton, Andy the 6 p.m. Bible Study, Dan
Calloway County have released in.
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor, Vaughan, Maurice Weak3, Jimmy Walker
will present a lesson entitlformation concerning their ser- will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45
p.m. Allbritten, Bill Nix, David ed "God reveals Himself."
vices on Sunday, May 15, to the services at Elm Grove
Baptist
Vaughan, Tim Weatherford, Ken- Evangelistic service will begin at
Murray Ledger & Times as Church. Music will be directed
by ny Hoover, Ed Bucy, Gerald 7 p.m.
follows:
Donald Smith with the choir bring- Coles, Earl Nanny, Leigird
Immanuel Lutheran
Wood,
—— —
ing special music at the morning Howell Clark, Lonnie F5rr,
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
Bobby
Memorial Baptist
service. Glenda Rowlett and
McDougal and Henry Armstrong. pastor, will speak about "Sent into
Dr.T.A. Thacker, retired Teresa Suiter will
be accom- Bible classes will be at 9:50 a.m.
the World" with scripture from
minister and former pastor, will panists. Sunday School
will
Hazel Baptist
John 17:11-19 at 10:30 a.m. service
speak about "Youth at the 10 a.m. and Church Trailingbe at
and
The
Rev.
James
at
Garland
T.
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
,
Crossroads" with scripture from I Junior Choir at 6 p.m.
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and Holy Communion will be served.
John 1:12-14 at 10:50 a.m. service
Goshen Methodist
6:30p.m. services at Hazel Baptist Sunday School and Adult Bible
and about "Reassuring the
The Rev. Susan AlLsop, pastor, Church. The Rev. Jack Jones will Class will be
at 9:30 a.m.
Forerunner" with scripture from will speak at 11 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Luke 7:18-35 at 7 p.m. at Memorial Goshen United Methodisservice at direct the music with Oneida
t Church. White and Gwyn Key as accomThe Rev. Russell Miller will
Baptist Church. J.T. Phillips, Sue Ann Hutson will
be lay assis- panists. Sunday School with Joe B. speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. serdeacon of the week, and Coffield tant. Robert DeSirno
ne will direct Adams as director will be at 9:45 vices at Poplar Spring Baptist
Vance will assist. Milton Gresham the music with Pat
Brum and a.m. and Church Training with Church while the pastor, the Rev.
will direct the music with suzanne Coleman as
accom- Charles Overcast as director will Chester P. Culver, is speaking in a
Margaret Wilkins and Brenda panists. Also
assisting will be be at 5:30 p.m.
revival. Terry Byerly will direct
Hart as accompanists. The Sanc- Audra Todd, Eric
Villaflor,
First
Christia
the
n
music with Hazel Brandon and
tuary Choir will sing "Praise the Michael Lovett and
Clint Hutson.
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will Carol Kelly as accompanists. SunLord in His Holy Place7 at morn.Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. speak about "And He Cried Our day School with Marty Futrell as
ing hour and Eva Hale will sing "I and Bible Study at
6:30 p.m.
Lord Save Me" with scripture director will be at 10 a.m. and
Bowed on My Knees and Cried,
West Fork Baptist
from Matthew 14:22-33 at 10:45 Church Training with Ken BorgarHoly!" at evening hour. High
The Rev. Wayne Carter, pastor, a.m. service at First Christian ding as director
will be at 6 p.m.
school graduates will be recogniz- will speak about "the Three
Great
Church.
The
Chancel
Choir
Martin's
will
Chapel
ed at the morning service. Sunday Questions of Live"
with scripture sing an anthem, "0 Be Joyful In
The Rev. Bill Hart, pastor, will
School will be at 9:40 a.m. and from Psalms 8:1-9
at 11 a.m. ser- The Lord," with Margaret Boone speak at 11 a.m. homecoming serChurch Training at 6 p.m.
vice. The church will betobserving as director and Maxine Clark
as vice at Martin's Chapel United
St. John's Episcopal
youth day. At 6 p.m. service, Vi- organist. Assisting will be Kathy Methodist Church. Sunday
School
The Sunday after Ascension will sion, a musical group
from Union Perkins, Kim White, Betty Riley will be at 10 a.m., basket dinner at
be celebrated at St. John's University,
will be performing. and Bailey Gore. Sunday School noon and gospel singing in
Episcopal Church with the Holy Jack Norsworthy Will
service as will be at 9:30 a.m.
afternoon.
Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a.m. Fr. deacon of the week. Alvin
Usrey
Slaking
Spring
Locust Grove
Andre Trevathan will be celebrant will direct the
music with Janet
The Rev. Eddie Young, pastor,
The Rev. Ercel Carter, pastor,
and preacher. Nancy Schempp Arnold and Mark
Winchester as will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m,._ will speak at 11 a.m. service at
will be lay reader. Barbara accompanists.
Sunday School with services at Sinking Spring Baptist Locust Grove Church of the
Malinauskas and Dennis Johnson Stanley Anderso
n as director will Church, Sonny Lockhart will serve Nazarene. The Victory'Singers of
will be lectors. Church School will be at 10 a.m.
as deacon of the week. Max Mattoon, Ill., will sing at morning
be at 9:30 a.m.
First Presbyterian
McGinnis will direct the music service and give a concert at 1:30
Asbury Methodist
The Rev. Thomas Schell- with Laura Paschall and Sharon p.m. Sunday School will
be at 10
The Rev. Layne Shanklin, ingerhout, pastor, will speak
about Furches as accompanists. Sunday a.m. and basket dinner at noon.
pastor, will speak about "Heresy "Who's In Control,
Here?" with School with John Lax as
in Bethel" with scripture from scripture from
Ephesians 1:16-23 superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
Eastwood Baptist
Amos 4 at 11 a.m service at at 10:45 a.m.
service at First and Church Training with Eric
Mayall, pastor, will
Lynn
Dr.
Asbury Congregational Methodist Presbyterian Church.
The Choir Knott as director will be at 6 p.m. speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. serChurch. He also will speak at 7 will sing an
anthem, "Festival
South Pleasant Grove
vices at Eastwood Baptist Church
p.m. service. Sunday School will Piece on 'Sine
Nomine" with
The
Rev.
Bob
Sunday
Scool will be at 10 a.m.
Dotson,
pastor,
be at 10 a.m. and Bible Study at 6 Anne Lough as director
and Susan will speak about "Ways That We
Brooks Chapel
p. m.
Chamberlain as organist. Church Limit God" with scripture from
and Bethel
Westaide Baptist
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Psalms
78:41
Eulas Greer, pastor,
Rev.
The
at
10:45
a.m.
service
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
Grace Baptist
and
about
speak
11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
will
at
"The
Fourth
Comspeak about "Choices That Really
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor, mand" at 6 p.m. service at South services at Brooks Chapel United
Matter" with scripture from Mat- will speak at 10:45
a.m. and 5:30 Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Methodist Church and at 9:30 a.m
thew 6:24-34 at 9 and 10:50 a.m. p.m. services
at Grace Baptist Church. "Drawing Straws" with
servic
e at Bethel United
services at Westside Baptist Church. Dwane
Jones will serve as scripture from Acts 1:21-26 will be
Methodist Church. Sunday School
Church. Tommy Scott will direct deacon of the week. The
Adult the children's sermon. The Church
will be at 10 a.m. at Brooks Chapel
the music with Patsy Neale, Kathy Choir will sing "Wasted
Years"
at
Choir,
directed
and
at 10:30 a.m. at Bethel.
by
Truman
WhitLigon and Susie Scott as accom- morning hour
and "New Grace" field with Kathy Erwin and Tompanists. Mrs. Ligon will sing a solo at evening hour.
The Youth Choir my Gaines as accompanists, will
Kirksey Baptist
at 9 a.m. service. The Church also will sing at 5:30
when the or- sing "Learning to Lean."
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor,
Choir will sing "All The Way," dinance of baptism
will be observ- Assisting will be Mr. and Mrs.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Martin Severna will sing a solo and -ed. -1..eland Peeler
will direct the Ronnie Jackson, Wanda Kimbrtv —services --at----Kirksey.. Baptist
Deana Duncan will play a piano music with Dwane
Church. W.A. Erwin will direct the
Jones,
solo at 10:50 service. At 6 p.m. the Smith and Susan Jones as Anita Joyce Gordon, Darrel Clark, Phil
accom- Liddle, Larry McClain, Tanny
music with Gela Edwards and Cinchoir will sing "I'll Fly Away"and panists Sunday School with
Cossey as accompanists. SunKyle
dy
Barnes
and
Clarkie
Butterwo
rth.
Tommy. Andrea, Emily and Evans as superint
endent will be at Sunday School will be at 9:45 a.m.,
day School will be at 10 a.m. and
Adam Scott will sing. "Victory 9 45 a.m.
Church Training at 5:45 p.m.
UMY at 6 p.m. and Choir Practice
serves for together we build proSeventh and Poplar
6:50
at
p.m.
gram" will be theme of 6 p.m. serBill Looney of Paris, Tenn., will
First Assembly of God
vice. Sunday School will be at 10 speak about "The
Lord Accepts
The Rev. Jeff King, pastor, will
a.m.
Cash Only" with scripture from speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
serFirst United Methodist
Judges 11:34-35 at 8:30 and 10:40 vices at First Assembl
y
of
God.
The Rev. Nowell Bingham, a.m. servickes and about
"The Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
minister, wspeak about "Faith Disturbing Christ" with
scripture and Hour of Prayer at 6 p.m.
and the Absence of God" at 8:30 from Mark 5:14-17
at 6 p.m. serLake-Land Apostolic
and 10:50 a.m. services at First vice at Seventh and Poplar
Church
The Rev. Lloyd Hardy will
United Methodist Church. Larrie of Christ. Assistin
g will be Jerry speak at 1 0 a.m.
Clark will sing a solo at early ser- Bolls, song leader. Jerry
Ainley. preaching/teaching session at
vice. The Chancel Choir will sing Greg Roberts, Mark
Hurt, Gene Lake-Land Apostolic Church. In
an anthem,"For the Beauty of the
Earth,„" with Dr. Bruce
Chamberlain as director and Joan
Bowker as organist at 10:50 a.m.
CAMPMEETIN GI
service. Ben Boone will give the
children's sermon. The high
REVIVAL!
school seniors will be honored at
Evangelist John
10:50 hour. Church School will be
at .45 a.m., Confirmation Class at
Rhodes of
2:30 p.m., Junior High UMYF at
Columbus, Miss.
4:30 p.m. and Senior High UMYF
at 5 p m
First Baptist
Jim McKinley, missionary to
Bangladesh, will speak at 10:45
a.m service and Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, at 7 p.m. service at
First Baptist Church. Dr. Steve
White, deacon of the week, and
R.P. Hodge will assist. Steve Littlefield will direct the music with
Joyce Herndon and Allene Knight
as accompanists. Rhonda Roberts
will sing a solo,-NWhen the Time
Comes," and the Adult Choir will
sing "Isaiah 53/God Hath Provided a Lamb" at morning hour.
Rebecca Meacham will sing a
solo, "I Am," and Youth Choir,
directed by Nell Earwood, will
sing "I Am Sure" at evening service. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.; benefit gospel singing at 2
p.m.: Pioneer RAs, Baptist Young
Men, Acteens, and Adult Handbells at 5 p.m.; Church Traning,
Youth Choir, Deaf Ministry, GAs
and RAs at 6 p.m.; Potato Pizzazz
at 8 p.m.
University Church
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
speak about "Build A Great Family Through Worship" at 10 a.m.
service and about "Jonah: The
Running Prophet" at 6 p.m. service at University Church of
Christ. Assisting will be Ernie
Bailey, song leader, Bill Boyd,
Sam Parker, Wayne Williams,
Teddy Cohoon, Jeff Dunman,
Barry Johnson, Greg Hollamon,
George Wilson, Charles Stark,
E.C. Wallin, Bob Melugin, Chad
Lawson, Sherrill Gargua, Cecil
Like and Barry Albritton. Bible
classes will be at 9 a.m.

CALVARY

St. John Baptist
The Rev. W.E. Cheaney, pastor,
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services at St. John Missionary
Baptist Church.'Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m., Gospel-Aires
will sing at 3 p.m. and Nurturing
at 6 p.m.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to al/
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Asst Hostess ingeborg King 492-8348

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1. Just remember: your Heavenly Father loves you too much
to harm you, and too wise to make a mistake.
2. Through Jesus Christ, we can find sufficiency for our
insufficiency.
3. For more joyous living keep your heart softer than your
head.
4. Small profits often, are better than large profits and
seldom.
5. Years ago, Kids were always served health food. If you
knew what was good for your health, you ate the food.
6. It's not the minutes you spend at the table that make you
fat It's the seconds.
7. A foolish man may be known by six things: anger without
cause. speech without profit, change without progress, inquiry
without object, putting trust in a stranger, and mistaking foes
for friends.

MPLE HWY. 641
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HOME OF THE GRILLED SUBMARINE I
Subperb Family Supper Special

During the past seen years. peoplv. of the first district
have counted on Senator Greg Higdon. In the last '4.ix legislati‘e sessions. Greg has listened to our concerns and worked With his colleagues
to solve many problems facing Western Kentucky.

IN
Greg Higdon has been a hard worker: his level-headed
approach torgovernment has earned the respect of fellow legN.ators and
local community' leaders alike. Senator Higdon has paved the W‘ily and
smoothed out the rough spots for many projects.

$9.99pius Tax
*2 Half Submarines (25 Varieties)
*2 Kiddie Meals
*2 Medium Drinks
•IZirldio meals include sandwich, chips & drink Not valid with any
Excludes party subs One coupon per customer per
order Please present coupon when ordering

other coupon

*Ask about Birthday Party Specials*

I

University Baptist
The Rev. Don Farmer, pastor,
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services at University Baptist
Church. Sunday scool will be at
9:45 a.m.

North Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Danny Holt, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service at
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Directing the music will
be the Rev. James Garrett with
Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School with be at 10 a.m.
St. Leo's Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday and 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday at
St. Leo's Catholic Church. Fr. Stan
Tillman, S.J., is pastor. Assisting
will be B. Westbrook, David Lane,
Dave Conzett, Eric Newman, R.
Vogt, M. Gertzen, C. Germann,
Julia Maddox, Tom Blair, Jane
Blair, Kevin D'angelo, L. Maggard, P. Maggard, B. Erwin, S.
Erwin, Carle Holcomb, ron Baker
Patricia Bryan, Alex Gay, David
Earnest, P. and P. Kurz, and M
and R. Westphal.

"Proclaiming the
ile'llvering Power thro
f GI

May 1540
Sun. 5:30 p.m.
Mon. -Fri.
7:00 p.m.

II

Palestine Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services at Palestine United
Methodist Church. Stanley Duncan will direct the song service
with Faye Childress as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.

•MAKF: IT A JUMBO SANDWICH
.-)0";, more meat • 50% more Cheese
Half Sun rr
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Emphasiiing accessibility. Greg
has his door Open to all the people in the first
district. If you have a problem that can be
impacted by state government. rest .issured that
Senator Higdon w ill listen'.

I
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-Coupon expires May 31, 1988
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
University of Kentucky standout Rex
Chapman announced today he will forego his final two years of college
and make himself eligible for this spring's National Basketball Association draft.
"It was a very difficult decision," Chapman said in a telephone interview from his home in Owensboro, Ky. "My heart was telling me one
thing, my head another."
Chapman, who led UK in scoring as a freshman and sophomore. said
the timing seemed to be right.
"There is only reason to enter the NBA draft early and that reason is
because I feel I have the talent and the ability to utilize that talent, and
the maturity that is needed," he said. "It's strictly a business decision."
The NBA's deadline for underclassmen declaring for the June 28 draft
is midnight Saturday. Chapman must mail a letter to league commissioner David Stern that is postmarked by that time.
Chapman refused to speculate on where he might be taken in the draft.
Kentucky head coach Eddie Sutton could not immediately be reached
for comment.
Chapman, a sophomore who led Kentucky with a 19-point average last
season, indicated last month he would not make himself eligible for the
draft, but might consider it after his junior season.
He said his change of heart had nothing to do with the ongoing in-house
and NCAA investigations of the Kentucky basketball program--------__ _
The university became the subject of those probes after an overnight
mall envelope sent by assistant coach Dwane Casey to recruit Chris
Mills' father popped open in transit in Los Angeles, allegedly revealing
$1,000. Both Casey and Claud Mills have denied the money existed.
In another team development, guard Derrick Miller said Thursday he
had talked with UK coaches several times in the last week about
transferring to another school.

By The Associated Press

PIITSBURGH (AP 1 — Back
when they were Class A teammates, Barry Bonds -and Bobby
Bonilla talked for hours about
what it would be like when they got
to the big leagues together.
The Los Angeles Dodgers found
out Thursday night just how much
damage Bonds and Bonilla can
cause when they get it together on
the same night.
Bonds hit two home runs, drove
in three runs and scored three and
Bonilla hit a three-run shot to tie
for the National League lead in
homers and runs batted in to
power the Pittsburgh Pirates past
the Dodgers 74.
Bonds, 23, and Bonilla, 25, have
more in common than the same initials. Thoroughbred athletes with
young, strong bodies and quick
bats, Bonds and Bonilla are two of
the biggest reasons why the
Pirates have progressed from
tailenders to contenders in two
short seasons.
The Pirates, 22-11, are tied with
the New York Yankees for the
third-best record in baseball and
their 12-3 home record is the best
in the majors.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
In thfther NL games, St. Louis
outlastedb4ran
rancisco 13-12 and
Chicago '
Diego 2-1 in 10
innings.
Bonilla is hitting like a player
possessed, manufacturing the
kind of numbers —
homers, 29 RBI — that already
would be generating Most
Valuable Player talk in some
cities.
Bonilla is tied with Darryl
Strawberry of the New York Mets
for the NL lead with 10 homers and
with GTetin Dal/lint the Houston
Astros with 29 RBI.
The Pirates led 4-3 on the
strength of Bonds' leadoff homer
in the first and his two-run shot in
the third when Jose Lind and Andy

Van Slyke singled with one (nit in
the seventh. Lind went 3-for-3 to
extend his hitting streak to five
games.
Bonilla followed with a long
drive into the right field seats off
Orel Hershiser, 6-1, who allowed
12 hits in seven innings. His earned
run average is 1.52 against the rest
of the NL but 6.08 in two starts
against Pittsburgh.
Cardinals 13, Giants 12
—Bob Horner hit a pair of two-tun
singles and St. Louis rallied from
an 8-3 deficit in the sixth inning to
beat San Francisco. The afternoon
game in St. Louis came after the
teams played 16 innings the
previous night.
The Cardinals scored six times
in the sixth inning, two on Terry
Pendleton's homer. Jeffrey
Leonard's two-run single helped
the Giants take an 11-9 lead, but
Homer's two-run single keyed a
four-run seventh.

from IU by new president

Scott Terry. 1-1, got the victory
and Todd Worrell earned his
league-leading 10th save. Craig
Lefferts, 1-2, was the loser.
Cubs 2, Padres 1
Rookie Damon Berryhill hit an
RBI double with two outs in the
10th inning, leading Chicago over
San Diego at Wrigley Field.
The Padres lost for the fifth
straight time and have dropped 11
of the last 12.

day night but he still got his fifth
victory and fifth complete game of
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. AP — Conflicts with Indiana University
the season as the Indians beat the
president
Thomas Ehrlich may be driving Bob Knight toward the
Milwaukee Brewers 3-1.
basketball coaching lob at the University of New Mexico.
"tinuckleball pitches are going
Knight, in the few interviews he has given since his interest in the New
to give up a lot of hits," said EdMexico
job became known, has consistently referred to changes at Inwards, whose staff leads the madiana. particularly in "people." According to published reports and
jor leagues with 13 complete
comments from those who know Knight, he's referring to Ehrlich. the
games.
first-year
president.
The Indians broke a 1-1 tie in the
"I'm really concerned about the people and there have been a lot of
top of the ninth as Ron Washington
changes here and that's really concerned me for some time,"i Knight
tripled in the go-ahead run and
The Indianapolis Star in an interview published today.
told
then scored on a double by Andy
.4MERIC4N LEAGIE
-The
clash
there
at
the
unIiiiiitY
caused
has
him
to
rethink
*
Allanson
off
Milwaukee
reliever
Indians 3, Brewers 1
existence," said Quinn Buckner, who has remained close to Knight since
tinuckleball pitchers like Chuck Crim..
leading
Indiana to the NCAA championship in 1976
In the other American League
Cleveland's Tom Candiotti have
Officials
in Albuquerque had hoped to name by today the replacement
games,
Texas
got
past
Baltimore
strange ways and shouldn't be
for
Gary
Colson,
who resigned under pressure April 26. But the
judged by ordinary baseball 2-1 and Toronto trounced Seattle
timetable
pushed
was
back to Wednesday because of what New Mexico
numbers, says Indians manager 8-2.
athletic director John Koenig called "complexities that have developed
The
Brasiers
couldn't
bunch
Doc
_
during the negotiation!mess wtthitiesandislates for head basketball
"Like Phil Niekro who is going their 10 hits-at the right time,-Scinr---coach."
to be in the Hall of Fame, ing only in the sixth on B.J. • Knight, before appearing Thursday
night at a sports banquet in Merknuckleball pitchers can be 20-18 Surhoff's bloop double and Rob
rillville, told reporters it was time for him to decide whether he would
Deer's
single
one year and may be lucky to get
leave Bloomington after 17 years, during which the Hoosiers have won
'My knuckleball was moving
to .500 the next," said Edwards.
three national championships and compiled a 385-129 record
Candiotti gave up 10 hits Thurs- (Cont'd on page 9)
(Cont'd on page 9)
•

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
This is a warning to all senior
citizen tennis players. The 60-andover competition just got con-.
siderably tougher. Pancho Gonzales celebrated that milestone
birthday Monday.
Gonzales, however, is not particularly anxious to go against this
whole new community of players.
"I'm scared to enter," he said. "It
admits you're old."
Old? Pancho Gonzales? Never.

He still looks in playing prime.
and he'd better be for next
month's Tournament of Legends
on the grass courts of the International Hall of Fame at Newport,
R.I. The field includes some of the
sport's magic names of the past,
including Stan Smith, Ilie Nastase,
Roy Emerson, Pancho Segura„
Billie Jean_ King and Evonne

Liquidation Sale
10% OVER Cost

start ere... See Us for

Goolagong
Gonzales is warming up for the
competition by playing with his
eighth child, 2-year-old Skylar.
When the youngest Gonzales gets
tired of playing his famous pop, he
can hit a few with his famous uncle, Andre Agassi, who won the
Tournament of Champions last
week and is considered the country's best young player.
Gonzales takes no credit for
Agassi's progress into tennis' elite
class But he admits he has given
his brother-in-law a little atrice at
times.
'I told him,'If you want to be as
good as (Ivan) Lendl. go ahead
and play like you're doing. If you
want to be better, get your butt up
to the net.'"
That was Gonzales' style. He
was not a laid-back tennis player.
He also had staying power and
thrived on marathon matches,
playing two of the most
memorable ones in tennis history
In 1949, it was Gonzales against

top-seeded Ted Schroeder for the
U.S Open title at Forest Hills, the
same place where Agassi won last
week. Schroeder captured the first
set 18-16 and took the second as
well, 6-2. But it was in that set that
Gonzales competitive flame was
ignited.
"They allowed him to put on
spikes in the second set." he said
"I thought that gave him an edge
and it made me mad. I broke
serve early in the third set and
won it easilyThey gave us a
10-minute break to change clothes
and in the locker room I talked to
Frank Shields. who was my coach.
He said, 'Get to the net and stay
with it. He's worn down physically.' That gave me a boost I broke
his serve in the fourth set and won
easily."
Now, the fifth set
"He was called the best five-set
prayer in the world," Gonzales
said. "Nobody knew I had only lost
one five-set match in my life "
(Coot'd on page 9)

TORO power mowers, riding mowers &
gas trimmers.

Stock #143 and 168
6 cyl., std. trans., a/c, rear bumper

Now $8
6207?Tax
Murray Nissan
Chrysler Dodge

Haven't you done
without a Toro
long enough?'

VOTE FOR THE CANDIDATE THAT
CAN SERVE YOU THE BEST!
MAY 24TH

OM.
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Major League Baseball...
(()iard from page 8)
just enough to throw their timing
off," said Candiotti, who struck
out five and walked one in running
his record to 5-1.
Candiotti pitched out of jams in
the seventh, eighth and ninth innings and struck out two of the final
three batters.

Milwaukee starter Juan Nieves
went 7 2-3 innings for his longest
stint of the season. He allowed only three hits.
Rangers 2, Orioles 1
Jose Guzman and two relievers
held off Baltimore as Texas won
Its sixth straight game.
The Rangers completed a three-

(Cont'd from page 8)
An early break in the fifth set
put Gonzales in control of the
match. He held service the rest of
the way to win. Schroeder and his
fancy footwear were beaten. "The
Spikes helped him in the beginning," Gonzales said, but in the
end, the sudden stops tired him
out:"
How long had they played?
Gonzales smiled.
All afternoon," he said.
Twenty years later, in 1969, it
took more than an afternoon to
complete another memorable
match. In that one, Pancho was
paired against Charlie Pasarell in
a first-round match at Wimbledon.
Pasarell won the first set 24-22
and the second 6-1. It seemed like
Forest Hills and Schroeder all

SCOREBOARD

came sweep at home. The Orioles,
who stranded 14 runners, fell to
4-29.
Blue Jays 8, Mariners 2
Kelly Gruber drove home three
runs with three hits and Jesse Barfield's RBI double keyed a threerun fourth inning that led Toronto
over Seattle.

Seniors beware...

PAGE 4
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Barfield's two-out double broke
a 1-1 tie. Rick Leach hit an RBI
single and later scored on
Gruber's single.
Mike Flanagan, 4-2, gave up six
hits in 81-3 innings. Bill Swift, 2-1,
took the loss.
Rey Quinones hometed for the
visiting Mariners.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

Sprim.; sports

over again. Now, Gonzales
thought to himself, he had his opponent right where he wanted him.
The third set was another longie,
this one won by Panchoi 11-14,
Then Gonzales finished Pasarell
off, winning the last two sets, 6-3
and 11-9.
When they were done, the two
men had played a Wimbledonrecord 112 games. The match, interrupted by darkness, lasted 5
hours, 20 minutes over two days.
Gonzales, 41 then, was a gracious
winner against the younger
Pasarell.
"In the lockers room,' he said,
"I helped Charlie get to the
massage table."
Now that he is 60, Gonzales is
making an important change. Opponents have to get to the massage
table on their own.

Knight may
(Cberd from page 8)
"I have not made a decision like that since I've been at Indiana,"
Knight said. "It's time to make that kind of decision. It's a personal decision. I'll have to leave it at that. I'm not going to get into the whys or
wherefores. I've got to make it in the next couple of days."
Knight said salary and other financial terms aren't a factor in that
decision
The Star quoted unidentified sources as saying Knight, who is divorced, was considering remarrying and is looking for a major change in his
life.
The Ivy League-trained Ehrlich is being blamed by some Knight fans
for creating conditions that would prompt Knight to consider employment elsewhere.
Ehrlich has publicly reprimanded Knight twice in less than a year —
last November, when Knight pulled the team off the court after a dispute
With officials during a game against a Soviet squad, and again two
weeks age when Knight, asked during a nationally televised interview
how he deals with stress, said, "I think if rape is inevitable, relax and enjoy it."
The previous president, John Ryan, never publicly reprimanded
Knight in 16 years
Ehrlich denied that he and Knight were feuding and said he hoped the
coach would spend the rest of his career at Indiana. Ehrlich also denied
reports that he planned to place greater emphasis on academics at the
expense of athletics.
''I think basketball is an outstanding program and I am a big admirer
of Bobby Knight's," Ehrlich said Thursday.
Backing for Knight has been widespread and diverse, ranging from
full-page ads in newspapers to lobbying efforts from the office of Gov.
Robert D. Orr.

Baseball

Murray girls shut out
Christian; Tigers lose
Staff Report

Murray High's Lady Tigers shut
out Christian County Thursday
afternoon in Hopkinsville while
the Tigers dropped a 3-6 loss to the
Colonels in high school tennis
action.
The Lady Tigers improved their
record to 11-2 with the 9-0 victory
as No. 1 seed Beth Wilson's 8-6 win
over Katherine Hicks was the
closest contest of the match.
Katherine Oakley downed Lopa
Patel 8-3, Kim Sexton defeated
Kelly Allen 8-3, Molly Sims beat
Karen Haile 8-1 and Catherine
Hurt won 8-1 over Melony Jones.
Hastings Housden won the No. 6
set by default.
In doubles action, Housden and
Kaylin Haverstock defeated PatelAllen 8-3, Kelsey Christopher and

AMER/CAN LEAGUE
East Diviskin
W
L Pct.
New York
72
11
667
Detroit
20
12
623
Cleveland
20
13
606
Boston
17 13
567
Milwaukee
111 14 .563
Toronto
is 21 _450
Baltimore
4
29 .1.21
West Divteion
55
L Pct.
Oakland
24
9
777
Tema
16
16
500
Chicago
15 16
484
Kansas City
15
17
469
Seattle
15
20
429
Minnesota
13
18
419
California
13 21
382
Thursday's Guam*
Toronto 8, Seattle 2
Cleveland 3. Milwaukee 1
Texas 2, Baltimore 1
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
California at New York
Cleveland at Milwaukee
Seattle at Barton
Minnesota at Detroit
Toronto at Chicago
Oakland st Baltimore
Kansas City at Texas

Shannon Wilkins defeated JonesHaile 8-3, and the No. 3 doubles
match went to Murray by default.
In boys' action, the Tigers
managed singles wins from No. 5
Greg Knedler, 8-6 over John
Hicks, and No. 6 Russ Adkins, 8-5
over Philip Poston.
Knedler and Allen also defeated
Vincent Hicks and Joey Smith 9-7
in the No. 3 doubles competition.
Jason Hunt lost to Richie Allen
8-2, Mark Whitaker lost 7-9 to Brad
Smith, Andrea DeSantis lost 6-8 to
Thomas Green, and Scott Foster
was defeated 6-8 by Greg Prince.
In other doubles action,
Whitaker-Foster lost 3-8 to.AllenSmith and Hunt-DeSantis lost 8-9
(7-9 tiebreaker ) to Green-Prince.
Murray hosts Graves County
this afternoon.

GB
—
las
2
31a
3%
7
III
GB
—
74
8
Pi
10
10
11I4

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
New York
8
23
742
Pittsburgh
11
Ti
667 2
Chicago
15
17
531
Bit
Montreal
16
15
484
a
St LOUIJI
15
18
455
Philadelphia
11
111
367 its
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
Los Angeles
19
11 633 —
Houston
17
14
548 2%
Cincinnati
16
485 458
17
San Francisco
16
18
5
471
San Diego
10 22
313 10
Atlanta
300 10
9 21
'Thursday's Games
St Louis 13, San Francisco 12
Chicago 2. San Diego 1, 10 innings
Pittsburgh 7, Los Angeles 4
Only games scheduled
Milles Games
Chicago at Houston
New York at San Francisco
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
Atlanta at St Louis
Philadelphia at Los Angeles
Montreal at San Diego

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 S. SYCAMORE
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Sammons goals pace Chiefs --+9
Krista Stalls made 15 goalie
saves and Vanessa Sammons
scored both goals Thursday as the
under-14 Chiefs defeated the boys'
under-12 team from Marshall
County 2-0.•
The under-14 girls will have a
chance to compete against their
own gender Saturday at Bee
Creek, playing games at 10:30 and
3:30.

Coakley signs
Murray State University golf
coach Buddy Hewitt got a good
"Price" on his latest signing, as
Marshall County High School
golfer Price Coakley has signed a
scholarship with the Racers.
Coakley, of Calvert City, is a
five-year letterman at Marshall
County and the defending First
Region champion.

LM'LE LEAGUE
Thornton Heating and Air
defeated Medical Arts Pharmacy
in a 19-16 slugfest Thursday night
while Pagliai's Pizza handed State
Farm Insurance an 11-7 setback.
Tyler Bohannon tripled and
Robert Weatherly doubled for
Thornton, with both picking up two
hits each on the night.
Ryan Vanover was the winningpitcher for Pagliai's, with Chris
Wallach picking up two hits.
On Monday night, State Farm
edged Hutson 11-10 and D&W Auto
defeated Medical Arts Pharmacy
19-6.

This
W•oks
Spacial

aLarge Hamburger,
French Fries &
Med. Drink

$2'9

Special Good May 9-14
Try Our New Dinnir Salad.

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

753-0045

Murray

G.M. Program Cars Just Arrived!
•

RACER BASKETBALL CAMPS...
BIGGER AND BETTER
THAN EVER

.a.

•

5.

•

4••

Aft

'

Racer Basketball Camps
TWO BIG SESSIONS
• Play an entire week of basketball
• Several levels of play in our individual
camp for students in elementary
through senior high school.
• Officials provided
• Guest speakers
• Each camper will receive a tree Racer
basketball T-shirt
• Attend our Individual Camp and/or
attend our Junior High- Middle School
Team Camp on dates listed below.

Two Big
Sessions
June 5 — 10
Individual Week

•

Fully air-conditioned dorms
Great food at Racer Training Table
All you can eat

•

Daily swimming available

Barry Goheen
will be the
Guest Speaker
for Individual Week

NO PRACTICE,
JUST COACHING AND PLAY —
• Free room and board for coaches
•

Coaches' stipend

•

Coaches' Party

•

For more information call
Racer Basketball Office (502) 762-6804
or write Racer Basketball Camp
Stewart Stadium
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071

RACER BASKETBALL CAMP APPLICATION
IPislie Copy lo sciational registtationtJ
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MAIL TO Comertututy Educatoon Program Conference and Workshops 308 Sparks Hall murrsyStar.
University Murray KY 45071
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OR
Choose from our

June 25 — 30
Team Camps

FIRST CLASS FACILITIES
•

Take your pick from our selection t
of GM Program Cars and Save IF
as much as

large selection

of new cars.

Save $900 on Selected Buicks
Save $500 on Selected Oldsmobiles
Save $750 on Selected Pontiacs
Save up to $1500 on Cadillacs
These savings are in addition to our Best Deal.
Buy now while selection is large & prices are low.

Wefts Purdom, Jr
()osier

Jim Surfer
Sales Meneuet

Tripp Purdom
Sales

John Purdom
Sales

Janice Asbridge
Finance/Insurance

Open Mon., Tues., Thurs., & Fri. 8:00-6:30, Wed. & Sat. 8:00-5:00

Purdom Motors, Inc.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
Oldsmobile-Pontiac-Buick-Cadillac

1300 121 By-Pass

Murray

753-5315

P

.8

Air
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Association says
carbon tests not
bad for Shroud

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Kathleen Jones

Stock Market

Harley Sanders

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial

Mrs. Kathleen Jones, 55, of Rt.
1, Hardin, died today at 1:50 a.m.
at her home. Her death followed
an extended illness.
She was a member of Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
Born Nov. 4, 1932, she was the
daughter of Rex Hawkins and the
late Grace Manning Hawkins.
Mrs. Jones is survived by her
husband, Joe Harrel Jones; two
daughters, Mrs. Ann Joyce, Hardin, and Mrs. Carolyn Allen. Ben-

ton; one son, Steve Jones, Hardin;
her father, Rex Hawltins, and one
sister, Dr. Julie Lovins, Murray;
one brother, Harry Hawkins, Bay
City, Mich.; two grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home. The Rev.
James Lawson and the Rev. L.E.
Moore will officiate.
Burial will follow in Unity
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Saturday

Harley Sanders of 1403 Cardinal
Dr., Murray, died today at 5:30
a.m. at Clark County Hospital,
Jeffersonville, Ind.
The family was enroute to Indianapolis, Ind., to watch their
grandson try out for major league
baseball when Mr. Sanders was
stricken ill.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Imogene Sanders.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Previous

Average

Wilson H. Irvan
Services for Wilson H. Irian are
today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Harvey Lynn Elder and Jerry
Mayes are officiating.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Irvan, 64, Rt. 7, Trailridge
Road, Mayfield, died Tuesday at
12:30 p.m. at Commpity Hospital,
Mayfield.
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report listed

A retired employee of Ford
Motor Co., Michigan, he was a
member of Farmington Church of
Christ.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Linda Sue Irvan; two sons, Donald L.
Irvan, Pontiac, Mich., and David
G. Irvan, Hazel Park, Mich.; his
mother, Mrs. Edith Irvan, and a
brother, Charles Irvan, both of
Kirksey; three grandchildren..
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v30" Cutting Deck
vElectric Start
v H.P.

Model
30085S

THE ACES ON BRIDGE'
"An old dog can't alter his way of
barking 'S
— Thomas Fuller

1,149
v30" Cting Deck
I/11 H.P.
i,Electtric Start
°

Reg. '1,599

SAVE S200

1,399
/
2 H.P.
LT 12 121
41" Cutting Deck
Reg '2,739

SAVE s440

'2,299
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We're Your Snapper Volume Dealer
Complete Parts & Service

Murray Home & Auto

Hours: 7:30 - 6 Mon. - Fri., 7:30 - 5 Sat.
Chestnut St. Murray
753-2571 or 753-4110

Society says
Bible sales up

42
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NEW YORK I API — The
American Bible Socierty reports
that its U.S. distribution of Scriptures -In 1987 -totalled 116,155,119
copies, up 16 million or 15 6 percent over the year before
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Both
Dealer South
The bidding
South West

North

East

2

3+

Pass

Vulnerable

Pass

Community...

3•

Pass

5•

Pass

5•

Pass

6+

Pass

(Coard from par 4)

Monday, May 19
Reservations for Murray Chris7•
Pass
Pass
Pass
tian Women's Club luncheon on
Opening lead Spade queen
Tuesday at Seven Seas Restaurant
should be made by noon today with
BID WITH THE ACES
Linda Salley, 753-8016 or Freda
S-13-B
Lovett at 753-3999.
South holds •8 3
V J 6
————
•Q 7 4 2
Purchase Area Development
•A Q 9 8 5
District Board of Directors will
meet at 5 p.m. at PADD office,
North South
Mayfield.
1+
————
Health Express of Murray.
ANSWER: Two clubs The thrust of
Calloway County Hospital will be
this hand is in clubs Do not cloud
at Lakeland Wesley Village frm 9
the issue by first bidding diamonds
to 11 a.m. and at Old School Yard
Senn bridge questions to The Aces Pt) Boa at Fairdealing from 12:30 to 2: 30
12363 Dallas Texas 75225 with self -addressed p . m. Blood pressure, cholesterol,
stamped envelope (Or reply
triglyceride, anemia and diabetes
Ceperipht.
l'ested Ireotore Soodsrato
screenings and colon cancer kits
will be offered
—— —
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m at Masonic
Lodge. Benton For information
call 7559-4059, 762-3399. 753-7764 or
753-7663

EVERY SAT. and SUN. 'TM NOON

Country Ham Breakkst
Only

143 order country ham,
two eggs, home fries.
toast or biscuits and gravy.

2•65

*Check For Our Weekly Dinner Specials!

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT

1906 Coldwater Rd.

759-1864

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
Gm *Milt
SWIM PARTS 6101

641 South
Murray

ere.even essseossen
keep The west GM teelthi 9,0 Gessuns ‘.%I

733-261 7

aood
Pittighbor
Chevy
Stars

REESTABLISH CREDIT PLAN
BAD CREDIT OR CREDIT PROBLEMS IN THE
PAST. COME TO DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC. MURRAY, KY. WE WILL
HELP1OU GET BACK IN THE RIGHT STANDING. DON'T DESPAIR,COME TO SEE DWAIN
TAYLOR CHEVROLET.

Charles D. Tucker, M.D.
announces the relocation of
his office Murray Surgery
Center to the new Medical
Arts Building for practice of
General and Peripheral
Vascular Surgery and
Gastrointestinal Endoscopy.

Murray High School Spring
Sports Banquet will be at 7 p.m. in
school cafeteria
————
Events In Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1 30 pm at
Homeplace-1850.
Murray Lodge No 106 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7 30
p m at lodge hall
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens,
————
Parents Anonymous is scheduled to meet at 6 p.m. For information call 762-6862 or 762-6851.
————
Shelia Duncan Group of First
Baptist Church Women will meet
at 9:3q a.m. with Earleene Woods.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Exercise Class at
10:45 a.m. and Senior Adult Choir
at 2:30 p.m. Also Senior Adults
will leave at 3:30 p.m. for
Jonathan Creek Retreat.
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JOIN THE MILLIONS OF SATISFIED SNAPPER USERS

SNAPPER

k IS- A

J6

4A
player knows
that it's good to ruff a loser with one
of dummy's otherwise useless
trumps. A more experienced player
knows that it is sometimes better to..
take the ruff in one's own hand.
South took his spade ace and
cashed the ace and king of trumps to
discover the bad trump break. Had
trumps been 3-2, the play would
have been easy. Since East had been
dealt four trumps. South had to
manage a ruffing trick before he
drew all the trumps.
Being a creature of habit. South
cashed a second high spade and
ruffed his last spade low in dummy
East overruffed and the excellent
grand slam suffered one down
South's line of play was a risky
choice. He knew that the slam could
go down only if East scored an overruff. Therefore, he should have chosen a rutting trick not subject to an
overrufI.
After the two top trumps, South
should lead a club to dummy's ace
and return a club. Unless East ruffs,
South ruffs with his low trump and
cashes the trump jack. Dummy's
heart jack provides the entry to
draw East's last trump. and South
can claim the remaining tricks after discarding his low spade on
dummy's last trump
experienced

Reg. '1,449

SAVE s300

NORTH

WOLFF

46 8 3

•Q 7

An

BOBBY

WHEATON, ill,
A
theologian for the National
Association of Evangelicals says
carbon-14 tests on the Shroud of
Turin will not affect evangelical
belief in Christ's resurrection,
whatever the results.
"It is no more than an interesting investigation," says the
Rev. Arthur Climenhaga, chairman of NAE"s theological committee. "Even if proof could be offered that the Shroud of Turin was
the shroud of Christ, that would be
no more than an additional artifact in the historical evidences of
Christ's resurrection — already so
well attested."
The Vatican is allowing the
carbon-14 tests on bits of the
shroud, preserved in Turin, Italy,
and bearing the image of a
crucified man, to determine its
age, and whether it dates to the
time of Christ.
Results of the tests are expected
later this year.

Office hours
Monday - Friday,
8:00 am - 6:00 p.m.
Suite 182
Telephone 502-753-8724

I.
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Murray rPilltSurgery
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General Parking
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Students to demonstrate skills at MSU
Students from high schools and
middle schools III Kentucky,. Illinois, Indiana, Missouri and Tennessee will demonstrate their skills
at the Industry and Technology Exhibit at Murray State University
May 19-20.
Danny Claiborne, an assistant
professor in the Department of Industrial Education and Technology
and coordinator for the exhibit,
said that this year's event will
feature six new areas of competition as well as a cookout and
recreation on Thursday night.
"The new areas of competition
are for students in Level I and
Level II Technology Education programs," Claiborne noted. "They
will include the Pitsco Metric 500
(CO2 race cars), a poster design
contest, an egg drop and events
that test problem solving ability
and manufacturing and transportation skills."
The new events are divided into
projects that have been completed
at the student's school and competitions that will take place on Friday
morning at the exhibit.
He _explained that the events
reflect a shift in ideas about
teaching industrial arts.
"In Kentucky, the name of the
program has been changed from
industrial arts to technology education," Claiborne noted.
Traditional industrial arts projects such as drafting, electronics,

"We wanted to have a time for
the students to relax and get to
know each other and the members
of the faculty at Murray State,"
Claiborne said. "We thought it
would be a good way to kick-off
another outstanding exhibit."

ja.
Dr. Barbara Keel (right), director of Upward Bound and Student Support Services at Murray State t4versity, recently sened as cochairman at a joint conference of tkr Kentucky and Tennessee Educational Opportunity Associations in Nashville. Pictured with Ms. Keel is
Mary Love, Tennessee's co-chairman for the meeting.

Murray State students compete in horn competition

Your Individual
Horoscope

In the quartet competition, the
MSU group placed second out of
the eight 1A-Versities whO entered.
The group's members were Chris
Smith, a senior from Murphysboro, Ill.; Stephanie Furry, a
senior from Cleveland, Ga.; Dana
Raymer, a freshman from Greenville; and Alan Mattingly, a senior
from Henderson.
Of the 45 soloists - competing,
Miss Furry was selected as a
finalist. Smith placed sixth and
Mattingly finished eighth.
In addition to three of the top ten

soloists, Murray State University
was the. only school with two
representatives in the finals Of Mt
orchestral excerpt competition,
Miss Furry and Smith.

THE FAR SIDE

Laura Ferguson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Ferguson, Heather
Key, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Reggie Key and Shannon Wilkins,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Wilkins.
Dot Mason — Andrew Price, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Price,
John Dailey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Dailey; Dr. Stephen Brown —
Martha Saywell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Saywell from Benton; Dr. Richard Scott — Laura
Butlig, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Buhlig of Livingston County.
Marie Taylor, Keyboard Unit
Coordinator at Murray State, was
the Festival Manager. She was
assisted by MSU students who are
music majors — Lisa Cabaniss, a
Vine Grove senior, Randall Watts,
a Wingo freshman, Steve Schiffer
decker, a Mascoutah, II. freshman
and Joe Plucknett, a junior from
Owensboro. Local piano teacher,
Dorothy Mason and MSU faculty
member, Dr. Stephen Brown, also
assisted.
Information about the annual
event may be obtained by contacting Marie Taylor in the Department of Music at Murray State.

NMI

99c LUNCH
SPECIAL

2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS

2 Slices Of Cheese
Pizza

Extra Cheese
Plus 2 toppings of your choice
on each pizz.!

99'

Pond Gift Shoppe ; demonstration
of regional crafts; and a preview
of the regional tourism show,
"Between Rivers and Friends."
Residents are urged to attend
the event from 2:30-3:30 p.m. to
view the crafts demonstartions
and regional tourism show and
welcome Mrs. Wilkinson to the
region. Refreshrnents will be served following the 2:30 p.m. ribbon
cutting ceremony.

p4issible

TAURUS
(Apr 20 to May 20)
Your spirits are up and you're busy
envisioning future plans, but neither
you nor A close tie wants to give in on
Inc msue Metaphysical pursuits may
appeal now
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20)
Further research is needed about
an investment Private pursuits
preoccupy you now Luck LA with you
regarding the completion of some
unfinished tasks
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
A child seeks attention_ in someway Partnership activities are happily emphasized Be sure to accept
social invitations Benefits come
through hien&
.LEO
(July 23 to Aug 22)
----Social life could lead to-an impor
tant business Introduction Luck is
with you regarding career interests.
but don't bite off more than you can
comfortably handle
VIRGO
(Aui".23_to Sept-22)
There May be some changes in
entertainment plans today. hut It's the
perfect time for a weekend trip
Grandparents will enjoy visits with
the little i mes
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to oet.22)
Strive for cooperation today with
close ties about financial interests.
Some lucky developments today
could leave you in a better financial
position by the end of the day.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov 21
Be less insistent on having your
own way Emphasis is on sharing and
togetherness now Luck comes
through partners Travel may be on
your agenda
SAG flTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec 21 )
de
You may meet with an unusual
financial opportunity today. You're
tempted to give up regarding one
project, but -1 breakthrough comes by
evening
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan 19)
Despite dealings with a friend who
wants to call all the shots, you'll have
fun today Enjoy sports, exercise,
leisure events and romance
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Those looking for a new home have
luck today Some put on a gala
entertainment at home Put aside
career interests for now and enjoy
domesticity.
PISCES
>wee
(Feb 19 to Mar. 20)
Await
Good news comes via phone or
letter. You're in an optimistic frame
of mind and will .enjoy local travel
and leisure pursuits Avoid ideological disputes.
IF BORN TODAY you are a person
meant to do your own thing. You like
excitement in your work and won't
be content with a routine job. Though
very much the individualist, you
nevertheless also have a concern for
your fellow man. You have an interest
in reform and may he drawn to a
, political career Avoid any tendency
to simply accept what chance throws
Jour way

About 25 keyboard students in
grades 7-12 from West Kentucky
whose teachers are members of the
Kentucky Music,Teachers Association (1CMTA) performed at the
Murray Regional Keyboard
Festival at Murray State University on Saturday, May 7.
Students were rated on their performance of two keyboard selections from memory and graded on
a theory test based on the number
of years they have participated in
the Festival.
Serving as Adjudicator and performing a recital of twentieth century piano music before the audition began, was Dr. Janet Smith
who is currently Director of the
Music Preparatory Program and
Instructor at Southeast Missouri
State University in Cape
Girardeau, MO. Her degrees are
from U. of Wyoming, U. of North
Carolina and U. of Missouri Conservatory of Music.
Teachers from the Murray area
and their students who participated
included: Margaret Wilkins •
Elizabeth Thurman, daughter of
Mr.and Mrs.Joe Thurman, David
John Harp,son of Mary Beth Harp,

The Only REAL Italian Pizza"'

Mrs. Wilkinson to visit Golden Pond
On Tuesday, May 17, Kentucky
First Lady Martha Wilkinson and
Tourism Secretary Mary Ray
Oaken will visit the Golden Pond
Visitor Center in Land Between
Frames Drake .
the Lakes (LBL
SATI.RDAN MAY 14, 1988
This visit will coincide with the
ARIES
celebraton -of- -National Tourism
(Mar 2TtoApc. KO
tespite some financial luck _today, Week in Western Kentucky. The
you may be at odds with a partner program will include a ribbon ellover a money matter Intuition LS your ting ceremony to mark the opencareer ally A major purchase IS ing of the LBL Association Golden

PAGE n

Keyboard students perform at festival

power mechanics and custom wood
products will also be on display in
the Curris Center ballroom from
8:30 a.m. until noon on Friday.
Projects of students from grades
five through 12 will be judged according to class level, area and
grade. First, second and third
place awards will be given to individuals and schools as well as
scholarships to the best individual
project in Level II and the traditional program.
A hamburger supper and sports
night is scheduled for entrants and
their teachers at 6 p.m. Thursday
at the Murray City Park main

Four students from the Murray
State University Department of
Music competed in the finals of the
Southeastern United States Horn
Competition held recently in
Tallahassee, Fla.
The conference featured competition in three categories:
quartet, orchestral excerpt and
solo. According to Charles Snead,- and instructor in the Department
of music who attended the conference, Murray State was well
represented in the finals of all
three divisions.

FRIDAY, MAY IS, 198$

IIAM 3PM.
Dine In Or Pick Up Only
ft
EXPIRES 5-3018

Central Shopping Center (Across from

MSU Strsdium

759 9600

PEANUTS
I'VE PECIDED TO START EATIN6
MORE VE6ETABLE5 FOR LUNCH..
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By GARY LARSON
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THAT'S IT! GIMME THAT
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Primitive fraternities

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

40 Period of
time
41 Rubber tree
42 Noose
45 Swimming
49 Prepare for
print
50 Electrified
particle
52 Rip
53 Mud
54 Actor Vigoda
55 Great Laiire
56 " Trek
57 Sesame
58 Part in play

1 Walk
5 Marry
8 Thick slice
12 Solo
13 Fish eggs
14 Alan or
Barbara
15 Young
salmon
16 Abair act
being
17 Promptly
18 Lances
20 In truth
22 Speck
23 Female rut,
24 Bed linens
27 Whirlpools
31 Dine
32 Hawaiian
wreath
33 Kettledrum
37 Penn and
(comic
magicians)

1

2

3

DOWN
1 Weakens
2 Snare
3 Ireland
4 March
5 Takes from
6 Vast age
7 "A Streetcar
Named -"

4

di 6

7

uu
IIul

Answer to Previous Puzzle
IlirCASE
TEST
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RAT I
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SWATH
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RAV
RATE
DOTE
DEALS
DI V ID
RATS
SEVEN
ARE
BLEED
C
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EARS
LA.
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lin 17

21 Actor Beatty
24 Ocean
25 Chapeau
26 Greek letter
28 Sick
29 Shoe width
30 Title of
respect
9
19
11
34 Improve
35 Exist
36 Lasso
111 37 "The Time

cSEL. 110E HAYING
BREAK CAS:1),.

UUU

Iji

" Mil
jul
hill
NMI 14 1111m
ill
iluu ill
Milli
jIll N jggg
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dull III jug'
24
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1

8 Tinted
9 Path
10 Medicinal
plant
11 Twist
19 Decay

lil

umIIug

D GAGGED

BLONDIE

12111
IS

50 MUCH FOR
THE s'B0UNI2

38 Guido's high
note
39 Missive
42 Dress
borders
43 Mine
entrance
44 Unit of Italian
currency
46 Danish island
47 Metal
fastener
48 Woody plant
51 Japanese
sash

110113=11
)CIU WERE MY HEIR. I HOPED )1OUT
,
TAKE MY RACE OPE Y. WHY 0OULPN'T
YOU WAIT?

WAIT ?)IOU'RE A N,Ur4,5
MAN,.NOT MUCH 0(PER
THAN ME. COULD BE A
LONG 'TIME.

GOT TIREPOF WAITIN6.4
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1

Legal

INVITATION
TO BID
Bids will be accepted by the
Calloway County
Fiscal Court on May
27th, 1988 at 1
p.m. for computer
and printer to be
used for indexing of
deeds, mortgages,
etc. Contact Teresa
Rushing,

County

Clerk for specs. The
county reserves the
right to reject any
and all bids.

1 .Lesal

1

Legal

2.Notice

6. Help Wanted

NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of executions directed to me and
issued by the Clerk of the Calloway District
Court, I will on May 26, 1988, at 1:00 p.m. sell
to the highest bidders the following items.
Montgomery Ward VCR - Serial 0921737,
Model No. Gen 10550
1975 Ford Torino • serial 05H31H190714
1975 Richline 14 ft. Aluminum Boat OKy 5173-J
Satellite Dish
The purchaser shall pay by cash, approved
check or give bond with approved surety
payable within ten days of the sale, same to
have the force and effect of judgment on
which execution may issue if not paid at
maturity.
J.D. Williams. Sheriff
Calloway County, Kentucky

LOWE'S U Pick
Strawberries. Open
Monday through
Saturday at 7A.M. $.50
per quart
NEW Concord Family
Hair Station, Wolff
Tanning Special, 360
minutes for 130, Perms,
$20. Call for appointment, 10A M. 6P.M.,
Closed Mondays, Open
Saturdays 9A.M.12
Noon. 436.2714.
RU SS Dawson- Please
call Len Carlson, 753
0010 about wall project.
5. Lost and Found
LOST. Cat, gold tiger
Striped, short hair, no
collar. Last seen near
corner of 4th and Elm
St. Call 753-4907.

2.Notice

6

2.Not .ic4

Help Wanted

11

Instruction

15. Articles for Sale

Parttime
Stock person
and Carryout
Help Needed
Apply

in person or

Owen's Food Markot
1407 Moll% St.
PLos.r

1450 PER 100 paid
weekly. Easy assembly
work at home making
small decorative
pillows. Full or part
time. We supply all
pre cut materials and
pay shipping. Free Info.
Send a stamped, seifaddressed envelope to
Coast Enterprises,
Dept. 102, Biltmore St.,
PSL, FL 34984 or call
407 335-0456.

•t4.4

Start locally . full/part time
Train on live
corn
putars Horne study iutd
bent training Financial aid
available Jbq placiimeni
aastatance National H6qtrs
Pompano Bch FL

16

Home

Furnishings

BEDROOM Suite, less
mattre‘c and box
_CAB 753.,CANWISI
L
oe'.114.
DINING Room Table,
all wood (pecan), 6
chairs, extra leaf, like
new, $500 759 1320,
436 5634.
GOOD Used Bunk Beds,
solid oak, bed mattress
and box springs Call
759 1808.
king Size "G0115
LEAF" headboard.
$550 Phone: 753-0914
after 5 P.M.
SEVEN Piece Living
Room set, like new,
1300 Call 753 0509 after
5P M

A.C.T. TRAVEL SCHOOL

1-800-327-7728
Accredited member NHSC

24

NEW Full Size Bed,
headboard, mattress
and box springs Like
new GE gas dryer
Three matching room
divider book shelves.
Dressers, mirrors and
more. Canterbury.
Phone 759 4155.
PEAVEY PA SystemXR 700 Sound board.
Peavey Tri flex, 5
microphones with
stands, AT snake Call
435 4446

Miscellaneous

GOOD used water foun
fain
4864
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree PortanteBuildings, Mayfield,
Ky 502-247 7831.

759

PINE Bark Mulch 2 79 1
cu ft. bags Pine
nuggets 2 49 2 cu ft
bags We also have top
soil, potting soil & peat
Coast to Coast
Hardware, Murray
REAR Tine Tillers I
forward speeds and
reverse, Briggs and
Stratton engines 5 HP
$599 99, 8 HP $689 99
Wallin Hardware,
Downtown Paris, TN

32 Apts for Rent
1 ROOMS and bath, fur
nished, available now, 303
S 6th St Also, 2 bedroom
mobile Coleman RE, 753
9898

Duplex Apartment,
1 Block from MSU

'175 per month
753-1914 or
753-2649
t XTRA Large one be
droom apartment
Plenty of privacy and
parking Near hospital
$150 yer; month
759 1987
FURNISHED 2 bed
room apartment in
sorority house, June 1 to
July 31 Call 436 2399
MUT; Cal apts Nor
thwood Dr 1. 2 or 3 BR
Now renting Equal
Housing Opportunity
7594984
NEW Two -Bedroom
Duplex economical heat
pump system, carport.
outside storage
No
pets Deposit required
Phone 753 3778 or 753
7947
ONE Bedroom fur
noshed apartment. some
utilities paid. near un
iversity and hospital
Phone 753 4012 or 753
8754
Bedroom apart
ment furnished, all
utilities included in
rental, $185 per month
Deposit required, no
children or pets Now
available. near MSu
and downtown Call
436 2755
SMALL Apartment in
Blood River subdivision
on lakeside lot $75 per
month Call 436 7427
TAKING applications
for Section 8 Rent
Subsidized _apt 1 7 or 3
Apposy Niiidafe
BR
Apts
Hardin
Ky

Call

TRAL‘
BE a Financial SUPER
TO BE A
MAN. Salespeople HIGH School graduate
PROFESSIONAL
needed immediately!!! or equivalent. After ,
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
•SECRET.UtY
If you have ever sold noon shift Tuesday
*SEC.,RECEPTIONin
insurance, cars, book, through Thursday,
morning
shift Sunday
•EXECITIVE
home improvement,
10X40 MONARCH
etc., you could qualify. and Monday. Duties
SECRET All
House Trailer, air con
No cold calls, incredible include cashiering,
ONO Isidditzt. ha part dos
ditioning. 2 bedroom,
lead program, first year scheduling tee re=
Loire Nerd preeseriNg if
fully furnished, washer
raldaril tormiderisA
potential, 50K +. Man- servations and cleaning
and dryer and hook up,
I... Slob if Ideddirat
agement also needed. pro shop. Temporary,
underpinning, new
TreININg Nadoral
Call Mr. Greg Williams part-time through fall
carpet, linoleum, pan
Prespare S.rt.
golf season. Salary $4.65
502-442-4655 on 517-88.
cling $3,000 or best
per
hour.
Apply
at
1-1400-327 77*..4
rNERGETIC
offer Call 753 1242.
19 Farm Equipment
Housekeeping Staff Personnel Services,
TxP N
*MOM
1979 14)(60 SHULTZ 1
Sparks
Hall,
1•••••••
Murray
CASE 1030 Diesel bedroom, central
Needed to clean resort.
h • a,
•1.011.•••
Tractor Completely 200 amp service Call
Must have transporta- State University,
C
Murray,
KY
42071.
rebuilt engine, ready to 189 2150.
tion and be flexible. Call
EOE/M-F.
work Oliver 1750 gas 1979
Mrs. Beam for inter
14 X 7d WINDSOR,
PART Tirti-lre-r5
with Front End Loader
view, 436-2345.
P4STRUCTIOh
T
2 bedroom. I bath, front
Call 753 0338 for further
BXCELLENT Income Needed, 3 or 4 days a
kitchen, central air,
LEARN TO(WYE
information.
for Home Assembly week,from
washer and dryer
TRACTOR-TRAILS
FOR Sale Two Grain 436 2630
Work. For information 6A.M 2P M. If inter
Bins, 3 300 BW. Cheap
call 504646-1700, Dept. ested, send resume to
•140•••••M•1110, ipS
resstsd.
Personnel, P.O. Box
See at 2nd and Elm Sts
P821.
•OOT
Corillogri
9 to 4 daily
Ed 1916 SHELTON Mobile
GET Paid for reading 1040-D, Murra/, KY
she.Oen4.10
Home, 14X70. like new,
Thurmond, owner
books! $100 per title. .42071
•POICIBM.1
2 bedroom.-2 baths.
Write: PASE-87N, 161 S. PRINTING Estimator:
rifinenaid No
20 Sports Equipment
central H
$13,000
Lincolnway, N. Aurora, Graduate that has deAwellobto
Call 615 232 5537' tir 615
monstrated skills
IL 60542.
ALLIANCE
232 5459
nocrop.17U1A.fil
Mays. Musial, Mattin
HAIR models needed for necessary to become
TRAINING COMAS
LAKE Property 10(811
giy,
Mantle,
Mans,
style show. Monday, May successful Good basic
Lessem TM
Cal Tod Nos
McGwire, McCovey and Mobile Home A 1 con
16th. Call 759 9757 for ad understanding of printing. Ability to logically
McCarver
Boyer, dition, 3 bedroom, 2
ditional
information.
1-8004341203
"Our 26th Year Of Service"
Banks, Boggs, Bell, bath, range. d s
HIRING! Governmenf approach problems
with good follow
Bench. Bunning, Brock hwasher, central heat
14
Want to Buy
iobs your area. $15,000
George H. Weaks,
through,
Brett From Hank and air. 14X24 deck, on
and
to
create
ef
CLOSE out sale, 100% THE Gold nugget, $68,000. Call (602)838- fective solutions. Send 15' CANOE Can 753
Judge/executive
Aaron
to Eric Davis large private lot in
8885, Ext. 684."
3006 evenings
E qual Housing
cotton calico, $2.59/yd.. south side
Calloway County,
Good selection of 1951 Pirates Cove 512.000
of square, LPN'S Needed for 3-11 resume to. Larry Be
tunity
O
100% cotton solids, Mayfield, Ky.
CASH Paid for your through 1988 cards. Also Cali 354,8933.
ckham,
Personne
l
247-6762. and 11-7 shifts Full and
Murray, Kentucky
$2.49/yd. Embroidery Diamonds, black
Bluegrass, Country re
T
REE
Bedroorn
full
Director,
line
of
a
fine
Fetter
Printhills part time positions
floss, 51$1. Sign up now gold, 14kt. gold
Duplex with all ap
ing, P.O. Box 33128, cords Call Tony at antiques Miss Martha's 211. Mobile Homes for Rent
chains
available.
Apply
at
for classes including "We sell for
4374349
pliances, double carport
Antiques, 102 MainleSs!" "We Westview Nursing Louisville, KY 40232.
INVITATION
Reed Muffin, Field and guarantee it.
with storage. central air
USED Tropical Fish Street. Hazel, Ken•
Jimmy
RECEPTION
IST
Need
Home.
TO BID
Market baskets. Quilting Thompson Jeweler.
Aquarium and equip
/ BEDROOMS, 2 baths, and heat Call 753 1 14
tucky Open every day
MATURE Woman to someone with good
classes still open are
or 753 7947
The
ment Call 1 247 262.4
Calloway
appliance and water fur
Personality
that
can
babysit
in
my
home, 3
double Irish chain, Judy's
VERY Nice 1 or /
Musical
nished, available now
WANTED Extra nice I 2 2
County
Fiscal
work
Friday,
Saturday,
days
per week, West
star, Precision piecing by TRANSFER your 8MM
bedroom apartments
Also, 3 room apartment
bedroom home with PIANO For
Court will accept
and
Monday.
Sale
Poplar
St. area. Call
hand or machine and home movies to video
fully furnished, near
Coleman Real Estate
acreage and out
Must
be
dependable
Wanted
,
Responsibl
bids for the paine 753 9898
759-1578.
double wedding ring. For tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
campus Also, 3 bed
buildings on South sic* party to assume
small
NEED Lady to live-in computer knowledge
more information visit reel, tape included
ting of the trim,
of county Call 436 2105
OR 3 BR, furnished or room house for rent
helpful.
For
monthly
payments
appointon
with invalid lady. Board
The Magic Thimble, Inc., Also, slides, negatives
nicely furnished near
clock and posts on
ment, call 474 2255, WANTED Two Hand piano See locally Can unfurnished, some new
and salary. 759 1661.
Coldwater Rd., and photographs. Free
campus
753 6111
furniture,
Hewn
natural
log
gas
tobacco
the Calloway CounFriday
Manager
and
at 618 21; 1306
Monday
Murray, Ky. or call 759- pick-up, and delivery.
NEED a job? 4 openings
(days) 753 0606
electric, air con
barns, 18' X 20' lap
ty
only.
Courthouse.
anytime
4769
Call Donna Darnell, now You may qualify
(nights)
prox 1 Call collect 615
PORTABLE Electric ditioned Shady Oaks
Posts
to
be
if: (1)you do not have RECEPTION/ST with
Video Production
5209
753
428
4950
after
8P
M
wurlitzer Piano with
33 Rooms for Rent
repaired and paint
GED or your high Retail Sales Ex
FORMER WORKERS Specialties 759 9246.
WANT To Buy. Boats. case
Realistic
school diploma, (2) you perience, part time
OF SAGER GLOVE
scraped
r
op rent Sleeping
where
motors,
trailers,
parts.
AM/FM receiver.
*Four Star*
have been out of school position. Prefer mature
CORPORATION: The
room, furnished. $75 per
anything marine Paris, phonograph and
needed. Bids are to
woman
with
capacity
to
9
months
or more, (3)
undersigned attorney WALLACE'S U Pick
month and utilities. 1
TN, 901 642 6569. 8A M
MOBILE HOME
be returned to the
speakers Call 753 9625
you are between ages 16 handle authority, re
represents workers Strawberries Open
block from campus Cali
5P M daily, 1- SP M
office of Judge/exsPonsibility
and
money
with asbestos disease Tues, Thurs., Sat. at & 21. We are a EOE.
REPAIR
759 4104
24 Miscellaneous
Sunday.
and families of de- 7A.M. & Mon., Wed., This project is funded Must have excellent
ecutive George H.
ROOMS for Rent One
interpersona
APPLE
l
Computer
skills
//e
and
ceased asbestos Fri. at 4:30R.M. & Sun. by the Western Ky.
15 Articles for Sale
DOOM WmCloiss
Weaks by 10:00
block from campus
For Sale
128K Ram,
workers and is curren- at 1P.M. North 16th St. Private Industry a positive- attitude. Send
Very Sinrbrig
$125 per montP, all
a.m., May 27, 1988,
AMP
1;00
tlectric
pole
resume,
Apple
salary
Monochrome
re
tly investigating cases and Poor Farm Road. Council- JTPA. Call
tostaliect
utilities paid Cali 753
in the Calloway
Monitor, Two Apple
on behalf of his Western U -Pick, S 50/ quart. J.T.P.A. Out Of School quirements and recent for trailer Also, Snap
Leveling floors
6709
per
riding
lawnmower.
Personnel,
S 25" Disk Drives,
to
County
Pennsylvania clients. Ordered, $1.00i quart. 753-9378 between 8 30
CourRoots cm Sealed
Parallel Printer Inter
P.0 Box 1040 E. twin cylinder, 4 years
12:005 days a week_
He is interested in 753-0195.
Best Prices Quality fiSsultS
34 Houses for Rent
thouse, Murray,
Call
old
.437
4.588
face, Super Serial Card,
speaking with anyone
NURSE-S Aid Needed Murray, KY 42071
and Decks hoer •21110
Kentucky.
The
-BEDROOM townhouse
NI ECONOMY studs .49 1700 Calf 75.1.7698 after
who worked for the
for 3 11 and 11-7 shifts, SALESLADY for
••SIN-tor; ispertomo
H A, only $250
Fiscal
Court
SP M
&AMA," florrleicup
Sager Glove CorporaApply at Westview Lingerie' Dept at cents each. Mid South
Also 2 bedroom, 2 bath
Building Supply, 342 East
Illedwie Nomad "
reserves the right
ARIENS Riding Lawn
tion in making asbestos
Bright's. Murray ap
Nursing Home.
mobile, vacant Coleman
Washington, Paris, 901
Moweri, new 8HP motor,
products. If you
to accept or reject
this
PARTS Manager for plicants will be inter
*PPODRE 15011024M*
Real Estate, 753 9848
642
2552.
$385
12HP
Cub
descripti
Cadet
viewed
on,
at
the
Automot
store
p.lease
ive De
any and all bids.
NICE 3 bedroom house
hydrostatic 42" deck,
contact: Robert L
partment: Starting pay SECRETARY: Must be 1/4" PLYWOOD $9 9S*
FOR Rent I and I and basement, close to
Mid South Building 1575 Phone 489 7804
Jennings, Jr., Esquire,
$17,000 annually.
to
able
full
take
charge
trailers,
bedroom
also a c am pus No young
George H. Weaks,
Supply. 342 East BUSINESSES Caps,
of Henderson & Goldrecognition for your and handle r e
house in the country
children
Will rent.
Washington, Paris; 901
Judge/executive
berg, P.C., 1030 Fifth
iackets, T shirts, golf
Start At
auto parts knowledge sponsibilities. Typing
Ave., Pittsburgh, PA
shirts for employees Adult preferred Call option to buy 502 834
while working for an necessary and word 642 2552.
Calloway County,
7715
15213 (412)471-3980.
and advertisement Can 7539866
established company. processor experience METAL 4'X 8
Murray, Kentucky
Breakdown Trailer, be embroidered or TWO BedrOom Mobile THREE Bedroo m
1000
Benefits include: In- helpful. For appointHome for rent Mowing Rouse, newly decorated,
LIQUIDATION Sale
surance,
-491 sion
mm?, call 474 2277. - 1200, 14' Polarcraft printed-. FaYe's. 514
and garbage pick•up,c-4375 per month
All equipment 10% over
Main St., 75.3 7743
Vacations
-_ j Sick Leave SERVICE Station At- boat, 20HP Mercury
cost. All in stock parts
ana - Htilidafi. Send tendant • Knowledge of motor and trailer, no CHAN Saw- Echo 510 furnished. $145 Dee 7537967
20% off. Cash sales only.
resume to. Personnel, minor car repair. Send gas tank, $950. Can be
EVL, powerful, 20" bar month, s14-5-tritidirr
36 For Rent or Lease
Stokes Tractor, Indust
2.Notice
seen at 1504 Oxford Dr
P.O.Box
1040
Like new, used one Call 753 9227
B,
resume to: P.O. Box
Martin, TN
rial Road. Call 753-1319.
TWO Bedroom Trailer
after
5P.M.
Murray, KY 42071.
season,
FOR
Call
474
$300
1369.
unfurnished, central Dark Fired
587-2301
PARTTIME Position in WANTED
8448 evenings
-1
. Reporter for SALE Saturday, May
VALUABLE
Student Health Ser- West
Base Call 492 8989
Zenith heat, window air, car
14th at 10A.M. There COMPUTER
KY
weekly
peted, 641 North, lease RENT to Own a
SON OR DAUGHTER
vices. B.S. degree in
will be a tag sale to 2158. IBM Compatible,
Heavy
newspaper Must have
Medical Technology or
AGE 111?
Duty Washer and
make space for auction 30 Meg hard drive, 360K deposit, no pets. re
SUBPERB FAMILY
and be proficient with a
Call
ferences
753
3942
appropriat
e science,
Dryer, SIS per week
to be announced soon on floppy drive, 640K
A op
Unless still
in
SUPPER SPECIAL
certification as a medi 35mm camera and have the Avalon Restaurant RAM, Zenith Color
Call Movie World at
knowledge in dark
cal technologist by an
School or College,
753 4663
and adjoining property, Monitor (CGA), some
:
9
acceptable agency; a room. Send resume to; due to a disagreement software included Set 30 Business Rentals
their family group
99Plus Tax
P.O.
Benton,
410,
Box
minimum of one year of
Public Sales
with the City of Paris. up and instruction if OFFICE or Store space 41
•2 Half Submarines
hospital insurance
clinical experience KY 42025.
We need to cut our desired. Excellent con available mid
,25 vaneties1
°It
I
U
S:ON
for
WANTED:
Roofers
May
may have expired
preferred; supervisory
dition. Call 753 9903 Southside
losses before
•2 Kiddie Masi.
Shopping
of town work and can be filed a inclaim leveninsl
'Inv the natural Imams nail
experience preferred
due to age. Our
the
•2 Medium Drinks
Center 753 9386 or 753
lots
Must
it.
of
be
buy
not
mandatory
;
CORR1AT
proper
ED
courts.
We
meraT
have
•2 S. Orders Fries
most popular Maother qualifications experienced in wood stored on the property roofing 8' S4.95, 10' 16 40, 6612.
MALt Building near
jor Medical Policy
•KsIcTe Meals include sand
may be considered with shingling, rubber shin- antiques, appliances, 12' 57 60 Mid South
Fri. & Sat.
experience. Must be gling and some tar furniture, office desks, Building Supply; 342 East campus Ideal for office
offers comprehenyncil cniPs & (VIM( Not
small
Or
Call
business
Valid wrth any other coupon
able to perform analy roofing. Good pay. chairs, fHing cabinets, Washington; Paris; 901
May 13 & 14
sive benefits at
7S3-2967
Excludes Party Subs
sis and demonstrate Purchase Area Roofing, safe, building supplies, 642 2552.
reasonable rates.
proficiency in a variety Box 1192, Murray, or scaffolding, chain saws, DRYER For Sale, $50
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
'Ask Aboul Birthday Party
31.Want to Rent
For free informao f routine and call 753-7755 and ask for motel furniture, lamps, Will deliver it around
Specials
1511 Clayshire
SINGLE' Campus Mi-ni
specialized laboratory Little Beagle.
tion call:
color TV's, all kinds of Murray. Call 753-1242.
Come Me Perfect Antal, tor
Expires 5 31 $I
ster needs 3 bedroom
procedures. Must also WENDY'S has part
restaurant equipment FIREWOOD for sale
rrowIngt long strong beauuru,
Drive
Ct.
demonstrate the ability time position available (new and used), solid
753-5059
home Prefer close to
Jerry McConnell
Also, tree removing 30
campus
operate
to
different
Lived
last
in
for
afternoon
and
late
For InformsUirm Or
oak chairs, round oak years experience 436
Clothing and
Insurance
residence 7 years $250
of sophisticated evening shift. We offer tables (36", 42", 48",
Tubbysvi*o.Mops
COrtirtattlii00 Call
2758 or 436 2562.
753-4199
price
range
equipment.
Need
by
Christmas
bonuses, 54" and 96", some in
Jeri West
household items
FIREWO
for sale. June 1, 1988 753 9786
-free local claim 'service"
Responsible for quality paid birthday, insur
The Village
Lion feet) Can be 4.37 4667
control
programs
and ance and tuition re
Hwy. 641 N.
purchased before sale
WANT to Rent By June
maintenance of labor& imbursement program. day. 642 6542, Old GLIDDEN Latex Wall 1st Two or three bed
T541-4,711
tory supplies. Apply at For more information Avalon Restaurant, 1319 Paint 5 gallon can room house, washer
Personnel Services, apply in person, East Wood St. Paris, 129.99. Get at Black's dryer hook up, ap
Decorating Center, 701
Sparks Hall, Murray Mon. Fri. 2-4p.m.
TN.
proximately 10 miles or
S. 4th St., Murray, KY
State Urviversity,
SCOTSMA
Super
N
less from Murray $700
. In Memory
Murray, KY 42071. 9 Situation Wanted
Flaker ice machine, R ED Hot Bargains( price range. Call 753
E0E/M-F
CHRISTIAN family wilt makes 600 lbs per day. Drug dealers' cars, 0204 before 3P.M.
do mowing, light hauling, Stores 350 lbs. 1550. Call boats, planes reIN MEMORY
MEDICAL
and house cleaning. Also, Tommy Brown, possessed. Surplus
32. Apts for Rent
In loving memory of
753.8084, 7536513
Your Area. Buyers
plumbing
INSURANCE
Prices re
TREATED lumber in Guide 1 805 687 6000, DUPLEX: 7 Bedroom,
asonable 492 8899
husband and father,
BILLING CLERK
washer and dryer hook
GENERAL house and stock Check our prices Ext. S 8155.
0.T. Humphreys, who
office cleaning. 6 years and save! Mid South TAKING Bids on used up, carport Located
died a year ago today.
Building Supply; 342 East office equipment. Call behind Cain's AMC.
experience. Re
It has been a lonely
7 5 9 419 4 1 from Available June 1st Call
ferences Call 759 1578 Washington; Paris; 901
7534187.
year without him, he
/pa- after 3P M
9A M. 5P'.M.
642 2552.
tent
T'Wo Plots and markers
Is missed very much.
LAWN Mowing Service
ANTIQUES froa RALE
in Murray Memorial
and Trimming. Call
Rawl, Kentucky
We all loved him, but
Gardens,
Call
7533646.
Eight antique shops In one
God loved hirn too and
492-8282.
NEED an Experienced
block Largem selection of
called him home to be
VINYL siding (8 white
Painter? Free Es
fine oak, cherry, walnut and
double 4) $49.50 sq. Mid
with Him.
timates Will work, pine furniture in 300 miles.
billing third
Can Our Classified
Depression glans. kitchen col.
South Building Supply,
hourly or by the
Departruent Today At
His wife and children,
i•ttibies. old tools, dolls,
342 East Washington,
Call 759 1068.
753.1916
advertising
items,
art pot.
Mrs. Jessie
Paris; 901442 2552
WILL keep children in
tery. fbw glassware. Iron.
Personnel Office,
WEST KY Hardwood
Humphreys
my home, anytime 437
ware, old blue stoneware.
Kiln FAS Poplar, $ 95
Murray Calloway
4678
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry
saltglase. graniteware, pie
per B.F. Other hard
County
tures and prints. quilts Open
Hospital
Where Classified Ads
Humphreys &
10 Business Opportunity
woods available Call
seven .days a week All In
803 Poplar Street
Get Results
Family
395
5900.
Hazel, Kentucky Eight miles
DONUT
and
Bake
t
op.
Murray, Ky. 42071
south of Murray on IJS Mt
WOOD For Sale. Green
Mr. & Mrs. Ray
All equipment, on main
1502)7153-5131
(5021
Call
492.11136
for
and seasoned,
highway in Paducah,
Rims & Family
Information
ext. 114.
125/rick. Call 437.4927.
KY Phone 442 6948
INVITATION
TO BID
The
Calloway
County
Fiscal
Court will accept
bids to purchase
one tandem static
roller, (either new
or used). Bids are
to be returned by
May 27, 1988, at
10:00 a.m., to the
office of Judge/executive George H.
Weaks
in
the
Calloway County
Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky. The
Fiscal
Court
reserves the right
to accept or reject
any and all bids.
Specifications are
available in the office of Judge/executive George H.
Weaks
in
the
Courthouse.

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65

If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately For A Price Quote.
We Represent 7 "A" And
"A+" Rated Insurance Companies. If You Are In Average
Health For Your Age, We May
Be Able To Save You Several
Hundred Dollars Per Year.

aNE

Call

CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell Insurance
753-4199

EASESAR Cards

Sunday

813

Cali

photo

central

fit

Face
Brick

Gain

8140°°.,

Call

Vowel! &
Son, Inc.

Lease 17 acre
Tobacco

COUPON

Out

Yard Sale

types
electronic

3 Party
Yard
Sale

It's
Garage Sale
Time

Murray Calloway
County Hospital is actively seeking an individual to provide
billing for physician
services to all third party payOrs Qualified applicants must have
previous experience
with
party
payors For more infer
mation contact

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
627 Broad
Extended

cheap

Doug Jones Electric
4444

Residential Wiring
Electric Motor Repair
Replace bearings, capacitors
and internal switches
No Rewinding

job

Mrray Ledger & Times

Call 759-4751

4

FRIDAY, MAY 13, 19/01

CLASSIFIED
41

Public Sales

41

Public Sales

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Sat., May 14
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

Saturday
8 AM .4 PM
306 S. 6th

Blue house In Old Alma
Beii & Howee movie
camera Mary Kay makeup
porch
swing
women's clothes. sizes
3-14, brown chair tots of
knick knacks, sofa bed
twin bed & mattress
No Sale 11 Hain

-

Go out 94 East to
Happy
Holiday,
turn 1.11, 3rd house
on right.

Sat. May 147:00 A.M.
1305 So. 16th
Across from Fox
Meadows Trailer Park
Ho Scale Electric Train

Dishes itIgn Char 2 Piay
Pens Car Seat Baby Bea
Lege Size women s Clothing
()apes Plate Glass Mirrors
ana fiArdi More

Baby clothes & lots
of miscellaneous
items

Big
Yard Sala

Playhouse In
the Park
Cleans Our
Closet Sale

4 Party
Backyard
Sale

413 S. 9th St.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday
May 14
,

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat.
7 am.-?

Fri.-Sat.
8-1
Lynn Lawson Rd.
1/4 mile South of
Stella off Hwy.
121.

In front of Ellis Popcorn on Wiswell
Rd.
Dolls. clothes & antiques Lots of_knick
knacks
•

Household items
baby items toys
misc

MOVING
SALE

Yard and
Garag• Salo

Sat., May 14

Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.4 p.m.

Jewelry. Furniture
Toys Stereo Books.
Misc
Phone cams or visits pr,01 to
8 30 Saturday morn.ng
not taxadaral

Yard Sale

121 between Maytte4d &
Murray, 5th house on
len before Gravies County line.
by items toys & crafts
of all kinds including
paper twist dolls &
wreaths Lots of other
iefTIS

3 Party
Yard Sale
- -Frt. a sat.

Fri., May 13,
---ra.m.-3 p.m.
May 14;-- -11WAY 13T&'14"
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
In yard of
Immanuel
Lutheran Church
15th & Main Sts.

Off 121 North Landfill
Rd. Watch for signs.

Lamps home interior
lots of clothes 8
miscellaneous

Commercial Appeal - Built In 1985. thla 8,000 sq ft
building offers ample parking, nearness to town and
complete fixtures Ideally suited for many bustneseee
Including restaurant or supper club

KOPPERUD REALTY
753-12t2

711 Main

VOTE )11 #1 ON THE AL

JANE
STOKES
Magistrate District 2

•Clettem Creel.
•PIhret Cootoord
•saiurrov Midd"
•••Ousirt Tarter
v•mi tn,r by thy caublItlab. ChintrotOt

Pro-Swam.Solo
Season passes for the Murray Calloway
County swimming pool may be purchased
now through pool opening.
Family Passim
Singh, Pass

Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning
Special!

.39.95

FOR

rNGINE,

FOR

1979 Ford

Carraway
Farms

Now it's
Dan Taylor

Don* Oldsoobio,
Cad* Ix. al
Pads, TN

Air Conditioners

FOR

West Kentucky Appliance

DRIVERS WANTED
LIQUID TRANSPORTERS,INC.
A TRIMAC COMPANY

For Sale

Your vote Is appreciated
vo TWO Alfcsvcrs

•5-ClI ies
•14lossirkfo4i Scheel

Yard Sal.

Gil's

Puryear Brick & Supply Co.

May 24, 1988
•ensny Genie

49.Used Cars

3 Party Yard Sale
Yard Sale

No Early Sales

2014 Gatesborough Cr

47. Motorcycles
43 Real Estate
1NVESTMEP'IT property
1981 &SO HONDA, good
2 acres with 3 rent', un
its, only $23,500. Rent in. condition, 1,400 miles.
Call 759 1959 after
come $55.0 month. Coleman Real Estate 753-9898 4:30P.M.
1981 YAMAHA 250 Exciter Street Bike, A-1
44 Lots for Sale
condition, with 2
10ENTUCKY Lake Lot. helmets, 12,000 miles,
12x60 Mobile Home, $400. Call 753-5159,
septic, well, lot goes to 1982 SUZUKI
GS 650-G,
TVA survey line, shaft drive,
7,000
S16,500. 442 1770 or 442 like new, helmet, miles,
batt3632.
ery charger, $1,450, call
LAKE BARKLEY 759-9699.
prestigious new water- 1982 VIRAGO
750, excelfront subdivision lent shape.
$1000 firm.
WHISPERWOOD, 437-4626.
Canton area within five 1982
YAMAHA 920
minutes of Lake
Virago, good condition,
Barkley Lodge. LAKE
$1100. Call 753-7169.
BARKLEY REALTY
(502)522-8628, 924-5361, 1985 HONDA 3-wheeler
Bill Reid, developer 250 XS, good condition.
Call 492-8989.
924527).
1986 HONDA Rebel 450,
45 Farms for Sale
like new, with extras.
165 ACRES, 12 miles Call 436-5677.
from Murray. 5 miles 1987 350 YAMAHA
from Kentucky Lake, Banshee. Excellent
with 75 acres tillable, condition, never
year round running wrecked, never raced,
adult ridden. Ned bars
water, Poplar timber
and new Spider Trac
Call 502 759 4469 be
tween 9A.M.•5P.M., 502- tires. Must sell, $1,800.
Call 474-8817
436-5424 evenings.

3 Family
Yiktid Sale

Fri. & Sat.
May 13 & 14
528 S. 6th St.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Ladies better clothes
sae 4-12 boys clothes
size 1-7 knick knacks
8. alot more

Sat., May 14
8 a.m.-12 Noon
At The Depot
Lots of hats dressup clothes Most
items under $1 uk)

8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

Miirray Ledger & Times

52 Boats-Motors
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
1980 DOVE Grey Delta 15 ALUMINUM Canoe LEE'S CARPE
Royale, 4 door, power for sale Call 753 3134 CLEANING. For all
windows, tilt, cruise. before 5P.M., ask for your carpet & upholst
cry cleaning. For a free
Mike.
Extra clean. Call 436
15' SWIFT 6 Runabout, estimate call 753 5827.
2682.
Satisfied references.
40HP Evinrude, trailer
/981 CHEVY Chevette,
Sat., May 14
speed, 40,000 miles, red and white. Extra LICENSED electrician,
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
good condition, $1,100. nice, $1,500. Call 436- residential and corn
mercial. Air condition
5681 anytime.
1704 Melrose Dr.
Call 489-2538 or 489-2745.
1982 BUICK Regal 16' FIBERGLASS ing. Sales and service.
Sewing machine old
Limited, diesel, excel- Sailboat with trailer, 2 Gas installation and
china & crystal. a few anSteam & Vacuum
repair for natural and
lent
phonogra
condition, $2,500. Sails, all accessories.
ph
tiques old
LP.
Fred's Repair 753Call after 5P.M., 436System
Call 759-1693
records lots or knick
7203.
2879.
knacks
Nail
8.
1979 MARK Twain, 187 MAX W. Parker,
Geographies
1982 MERCURY Linx 165HP inboard. Can be Attorney at Law. ForThree Rooms
Station Wagon, 4 cylin- seen at 1407 Vine or call mer county attorney;
former
753-3830.
district
judge.
der, 4 speed, power
& Hall
steering, power brakes. 1984 28' PONTOON Boaf Office, 104 N. 4th St,
Murra
With
y,
sundec
and
k
7533153;
$1,095, call 489-2329.
1982 OLDS Toronado. icebox, 70HP Mercury Home, 753-7900.
1315 Olive Blvd.
with
motor
new
trolling MITCHELL Paving
Call 753-6308.
• -- motor
753-3727
and large anchor. Driveways, parking lots,
1982
PLYMOUTH ReSat., May 14th
753-7707.
seal coating and striping.
Gil Sewell
hant, good condition, Call
Boy Scout Camp: Also, limestone, gravel,
lh miles east of
low mileage, very de15 years experience
pendable. Call 753-1307 Sunfish or similar top soil and grading.
Kirksey Hwy. 464
Sailboats
Will
Phone
.
buy
753-1537.
or
after 5P.M.
receipt tax-deductible MOBILE HOME
7 a.m. III 4 p.m.
1983 BUICK Century, gifts. 443-6461
Pci A, You Roofing keels Cau
or 436- Specialist, Repair,
60,000
miles,
$4,000.
Call
Clothes, household
2444.
leveling, underpinning,
753-3140 after 5:30P.M.
Steve Brown
SAILBOAT For Sale: set-ups, tear -downs,
items, misc
1984 CHEVROLET 14' Lockley Sea Witch
(901)498-8995
roofs, floors, plumbing,
Celebrity, V-6, loaded, Mainsail and Jib. Used
Rain Of Shine
NO 100 Too Big
wiring, washing,
low mileage, extra very little, good condior Too Small
hurricane straps. 759
sharp. Call 753-5216.
Free Estimates
tion, $675. Call 502-522 4850.
ACRE Cattle Farm 48 Auto Services
a
All
Work Gauranteetl
1981 DAYTONA Turbo, 71110.
on Cherry Corner Rd.
NEED Work Done? We
305 CI, 87 AM/FM cassette, AC,
Asking $40,000. Call
build
privacy
fences
SUREWAY Tree
model, 3,500 actual PW, sears, door locks,
753-3625.
and do any odd & end Sere/icemiles, $1,000, call 527- tilt, cruise, new tires. 492- 53. Services Offered
Topping, prunjobs.
Also
do
hauling. ing, tree removal. Ae46 Homes for Sale
9779
8892.
A T ENTERPRISES of- Will
install above rial bucket truck. Fully
1984 PONTIAC Sunbird, fering brick and block ground pools,
7,1211 SQUARE Foof 49
etc. Re- insured for your protSat. May 14
Used Cars
excellent condition, $3800. driveway and patio ferences. 753-0846.
Lakefront Home for
ection. Stump removal
sale on one acre lot 1965 FORD, must sell, Call 7591033 or 753-4667 Work. Carpentry work QUALITY .construction
8 a.m.-?
with no lawn damage.
after 5P.M., can be seen of all phases. Also,
North of Paris Landing. $375. Call 753-6529.
natural and LP gas repairs and alterations. Free estimetes. No
1714 Miller Ave. Private dock and more 1973-F0RD Mercury,- 7 it Murray Bait,
'work. - Free estimates Free estimates. Call G obligations. 753-5484.
land available. 901.232. door, runs good. $300 or 1986 IROC, t-tops and aft
& A 436-2617.
WET BASEMENT? We
Living room suit, 8392
best offer. Call 492-8548.
power, very sharp. 436-5355.
*ROCKY COLSON Home make wet basements
A-1
TREE
Service
and
1974
$10,900.
FORD
Call 753-4812
Torino, p.b.,
TV antenna w rotor 1 BEDROOM, 11/7 bath
Repair.
Roofing,
siding, dry. Work completely
stump removal. Your
brick, central H/A, car- p.s. and air, 51,500. 1985 after 6P.M.
& booster, recliner
professional tree ser- painting, plumbing, guaranteed. Call or
port and wood deck. Chevy Cavalier, p.b., 1986 RED Nissan Pulsar
concre
te. Free es- write Morgan ConAvailable now! City. p.s. and air, $5,300. Call NX, AM/FM radio, 5 vice. All types, remo- timates. Call
474-2307 or struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
val, topping, feeding.
Coleman Real Estate, 753-0260.
speed, sunroof, low
753-6973.
409A, Paducah, Ky.
1976 DATSUN 710,
1539898
mileage, extra sharp. Free estimates. 50'
bucket truck and chip- SEWING Machine Re- 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
FOR Sale or Rent: door, one owner, and Call 753-5216.
pair. All makes and WILL do plumbing inr. Call 753-0906.
House at Lakeway 1957 Chevrolet, 2 door, ALUMINUM Wheels
CE Lawn Services: models. Home & In- stallation & repairs. All
hardtop. Call 492 8500 and tires for 1980
Shores.
Lake
view
Call
306 South 3rd
Mowing, Landscaping, dustrial. Bag closing guaranteed. Free esafter 4P.M.
753-8631
Mustang, $150. 1971
any type of yard work. machines. Also scissor timates. Phone 492-8899
Street
OOVERNMENT 1976 PLYMOUTH Road Ford Pick-Up, $900. Call
sharpening. 40 yrs. or 753-1308.
Call 492-8650.
Homes from $1.00, "U Runner, 360 V-8, motor, 753-0115.
experience. All work
Sat., May 14
ALL
Types
of
gravel
body
in
good condition,
Repair" Also tax deSale: 1976 Pontiac
guaranteed. Kenneth 55. Feed and Seed
linquent property. Call new set of mag wheels, with automatic power, and white rock hauled. Barnhi
7-?
ll, 753-2674,
Also,
slabs
and
light
and
$1,200
or best offer Call air conditioning, tilt
805 644 9533 Ext 1634
The New
dark mulch, hauling Stella, Ky.
Clothes-all sizes, for
753-0523.
info.
wheel, AM/FM stereo and any type
Northrup King
of clean-up SHEETROCK finishing,
toys, small elec- LOOKING for peace
cassette, sharp. Call
work. Reasonable, Re- new or repair. 436-2811.
Seed Corn
and quiet? This 3 bed
492-8168.
ferences. (Industrial or
tric appliances, room
Hybrid
Sudan Grass
home is close to
RARE Deal- Must Sell:
Residential), 753-0467
Air Conditioner
lake, with large deck,
New S-4477
etc
/- 1986 Monte Carlo Super after 6P.M.
Bron
co
screened in porch, garSoy Beans
Sport, maroon color, APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Maintenance
4 wheel drive
age and more. Price
like new, 16,000 miles, Kenmore, Westingh
Stack Dust
(Units need cleaning ovary 3
ouse,
just
reduced
so don't
37 Livestock -Supplies
77,500 miles
power package. Whirlpool. 28 years exyears for greater officioney.)
Garden Seed
miss
one! Call
4 rperience. Parts and ser- 'Remove from window
Good Condition 345-2301.
and Bedding Plants
AC • a • - Robertsthis
Realty 75,3 1651
REAL
Nice Dune vice. Bobby Hopper, 753dlebreds pleasure hor
$4000.00 or
or 753 3204 nights.
*Clean Condensor
Buggy with trailer. Call 4872 or 436-5848.
ses, show prospects, NEED
more
room
for
Best
Offer
•011 Bearings
492-8617.
yearlings and 2 year that
YARD
landsc
aping.
growing family?
olds. Brodmares and This
Leveling driveways and 'Check Freon Level
753-5382
4 bedroom home
121 S. Neale Rd.
50. Used Trucks
stallions Hunter/
bushbogging. 436-5430 or
North of town is the
Also experienced in air
Aftor
5
753-5522
jumper prospects Call answer
753-0659.
1975
JEEP
J-10,
4
wheel
On large lot,
conditioner repair
753 9390
759-9555
drive pick-up. Power BRICK block and conhas a fireplace and
PERFORMANCE much more! Priced
steering, power brakes, crete driveways, FREE ESTIMATES
Before 4
56 Free Column
in
Tested Simmental and the 20's. Call
air, $1700. 527-3962.
sidewalks, patios, house
Call 753-4684
Roberts
FREE kittens Call 753
Maine Anjou crossbred Realty 753 1651 or 751 1977 WHITE Cadillac 1 fr7s CHEVROLET foundations, chimneys.
or 753-8298
8988
service age bulls. Only 3204 nights
SeVille, all power, Scottsdale Pick -Up, New and repair. 27
the very top perform PRICE
years
power sunroof. Call SWB, 55,000 actual
experience. Free
Reduced
and
ance bulls offered for
miles, extra clean, well estimates Large or
owner says sell! This 3 492-8787
**1111
sale All butts health bedroom
small jobs. Charles
,
3
bath brick in 1978 DODGE Magnum kept, p.s., p.b., air
tested and guaranteed.
a quiet rural setting is a XE, needs motor, will conditioning. Call 753- Barnett 753-5476.
753Broadbent Farms, must
CONCRETE drivesee to appreciate take best offer. 753-3715 7718 after 6P.M.
5940
Cadiz, KY 42211 (Day)
ways,
after
patios,
carpentr
3P.M
1978
y
DODGE
Van,
Over 3,000 sq ft , large
(502)235 5182, (Night) lot, and
Custom Kitchen
much more. 1978 OLDS Delta Royal, A/C, AM/FM, auto- and block work. Call
(502)235 5170
502-492-8160.
Cabinets
The quality and care 4 door, p.s., p.b., tape, matic, privacy glass
SIMMENTAL and shows. Call
Roberts a/c, extra nice. Excel- like new tires Call FAMILY Lawn Care All Types Of
Simbrah bulls Per
Specialize in lawn
Realty 753 1651 or 753 lent condition, $1,575. 345-2724.
formance & semen 3704
753-9216 or 753-1574.
1983 DODGE Van. Fully mowing including
ni hts
Woodworking
Custom
tested Excellent qual
THR
E Bedroom 1979 CUTLASS customized, excellent shrubbery and hedges.
ity $450 & up Cadiz,
Servici
ng city and
Brick, 1 1/2 baths, Supreme, white with condition. 50,000 actual
Ky 522 $794
L R/DR, Den, 2 red interior, air con- miles, $8,000. Call 759- county. Lower rates for *
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Senior
Citizens. Call *
*
fireplaces, gas heat, ditioning, sport wheels, 1700 after 5P.M.
38 Pets-Suppli•s
•Drop by 8 so* our showroom
1953 FORD Ranger 4X4, now and register with a *
garage, deck, Satellite $2,150. Call 492-8884.
SUNBURY
t
MURRAY
409
(p.n.('
Bunnv
&sad)
41
dependable Lawn SerAK C REGISTERED dish, cable, concret
4 speed, 2.3 liter 4
e
Maltese pups, 2 drive, one acre, 7 miles
cylinder, short wheel vice. 753-3534 or 0***********************
females, 1 male, $250 from Murray, 4 miles
base, camper top and 5 753-3455.
each Call 474 2286,
new tires. $3,800 or best FENCE sales at Sears
from lake. Irvin Cobb
AKC REGI5TERE5 Rd. 436-5463.
offer. 924-5598 after now Call Sears 753-2310
r FOr”tirry Of Murry,
" 8 Faron)
for free estimate for
Miniature Schnauzers, THREE Bedroom home
5P.M.
$125 Call after 6P M , 12 miles East of
1984 FORD Van E-150, your needs.
492 8631
All Sizes: 5,000-29,000 BTU
Backhoe work and
302, V-8, auto overdrive,
Murray. Good well, 2
ONE Year old- running sleeping rooms up
air, radio, insulated, hauling white rock,
Whirlpool, Hotpoint, Quasar
male Beagle, $25. Also, stairs, on about 3 1/2
36,000 miles, .Call 753- creek and bank gravel,
dirt and fill sand, call
new pair of fiberglass acres, 150,000. Call 753
.0348.
•Large Selection
New & Used
water stills, 180 Call 1203. - -1984 TOYOTA AIX& S Bill Travis at 474-2779.
•Lowest Prices
753 9291
GM Executives &
speed, steering, brakes FOR most any type
THREE Bedroom
and air. Extra clean. driveway white rock
Program Vehocles
Duplex near college
•Best Service
also, any type gravel,
Call 753-8045.
Call 753-7947
43
Real Estate
601-4141-3600
19(7 CHEVROLET dirt and sand call Roger
Two Bedroom Brick
Beft Haley Credible
Hwy. 70 W - Paris
Conversion Van, Hudson, 753 4545 or
House,
nice
neighbor
Knowledgeable
Easy hood, almost
loaded. 436-2718 after 753-6763.
a
new
roof,
Hwy. 641 North
to Work With Cali him
GARDENS Tilled,
s
hardwood floors, built, 1980 BUICK Skylark 5P.M.
at 489 2266 or Roberts
not
Murra
too
y,
other
late,
Ky.
and
753-4478
in carport. Stove re
Limited, engine over
17117 CHEVY 5-10, 1
Realty 753 1651.
Lawn Maintenance
frigerator, air con
hauled 20,000 miles ago, speed, blue, 18,000 miles
nUSINESS Property ditionin
Call
753-2423.
g, shades and cheap, sharp, nice. Can Call 753-2947 after 6P.M.
for sale by owner 1303 curtains
be seen at 4145 Riviera FULLY Customized GENERAL Repair
are optional
Chestnut adjoining col
1614 Ryan St Call r
IfDr phone 1978 Dodge Van. Good Plumbing, roofing, yard
iege. Building with 5 753-6413.
CPe.4U ut̀',
condition, $1,000 Call work, tree work Wood.
apartments and busi
$25 a rick. Call 436-2642
Two Bedroom 1980 CHEVY Pick Up, 753-11334.
ness front. Large lot for
or 436-5895.
Aluminum sided house, 1/2 ton, body rough. No
future development 10,
51
Campers
GUTTERING by Sears
fenced in backyard
rust, new tires
000 below appraisal. Nice
Sears continuous gut
neighborhood Call mechanically good. $750 I 9 7 6 VW CAMP
Call 615 262 0000.
ters installed for your
759-1182
cash. Call 753 4468.
MOBILE
Van,
sleeps
4,
roR Sale Good rental Two Bedroom, L R., 1980 CUTL
ASS good condition, specifications Call
property, four apart
Kitchen, Utility, and Supreme, 350, V 8, Michelin tires. Call Sears 753-2310 for free
ments, 1 block from Carpor
One of North America s largest bulk truckt Newly de
A/C, AM/FM, cass
759-1839 (days); 753 estimate.
campus $40,000. call
ing
firms is seeking company drivers to haul
corated inside and out ette, good condition. 0114 (evenings).
753 1203
New carpet and Mini
Great family car or 1978 HERITAGE 5th HAMILTON Cultured
chemica
ls interstate Applicant must be 23
marble
and tile. 643 Old
blinds. On 3/4 acre, 11 graduation present, $I, Wheel, 28' or 30', good
years of age, have 2 years over-the-road exBenton Rd. 753-9400
miles West on 94, 2nd 800. 753 9786 or 753-9623.
condition Call 753-5216.
New office space
NOME Repairs, big or
perience in all tour seasons with an ICC Cerhouse past Harpoles
1980 COArkMAN
for lease. Will
Grocery
small Reasonable, Re
Ne-d At Eit1r.1
Immediate
tified Carrier Must furnish past 10 year
Lepercon motorhome,
ferences. Call 436-2541.
occupancy $25,000, 759
For A FeW DAV,'
finish to suit teair, generator, low mile
vanfiable employment record, good safe
1987 after SP M
INSULATION blown in
age. Call 753 1353.
record, take and pass a drug and
nant. SOO sq. foot 47
driving
by
Sears.
TVA ap
1982 JAY-Cr pop up
Motorcycles
DWAIN TAYLOR
proved. Save on those
alchol
screeni
ng test Excellent earnings and
camper,
excellent
condi
office, 1,000 sq. 1979 GS 1000 SUZUKI,
CHEVROLET. INC.
tion Call 753 0932 or 753 high heating and cool
benefit
s
Apply
in person at Liquid
ing bills. Call Sears
foot warehouse for sale or partial trade
5898.
502-753-2617
Transporters. Inc,. Hwy.95. Calvert City, KY
Call 753 7300
7
5
3
2
3
1
for
0
free
1987 34' AVION -Cam
with 10 foot
per, queen bed, walk estimate.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
overhead service
through bath, LAAJRA'S Cleaning
Servic
Spring
e.
or
microwave, many other
door.
Gas
extras. Just like new. General cleaning. Car
Foca
brick start at.133"
utilities, Located
Day 753-1489; Night pet shampooing. Call
502 247 4789
753-6721.
*Brick
•Mortar
•Stone
'Flue Blocks
Hwy.641 N. next
•Flue liners 'Patio Payers •Crossties 'Pottery

GARAGE
SALE.' ---4.Party -

Sat., 7

(Off Sycamore)
Toys. clothing, knickknacks. ceramics. books
odds 6- ends tor
everyone '73 Ford LTD
runs $250. • 72 ChewStet
impala $1 00
4744057

Public Sales

GARAGE
MOVING
SALE

Clothes,
Kitchen Table
Unicorns,
Tapes,
Household Stuff

Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat.
8 am.-?
610 Broad Ext.

41
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$70
$40

Passes may be purchased at
The Park Office, 10th & Payne St.
Call 753-7640

to Joe Smith
Carpet Center.
Call
753-1294
(after 5 p.m. and
weekends.)

kOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
qualitl homes, all
prices. /53 1222, toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service We make buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you

Price laird, owner

Puryeer, TN

247-3231

Need A Special Gift?
Cerarnics-MoCCasins-Woodcratts-Copper-BrassToys-Fish. Aquariums & Supplies-Crystal-NotionsFlowers-Tools-Wood Swings
Also now selling high quality Sofas-love seatsHide-a-becls-Berk line recliners-desks- tables &
chairs-end tables-bedding-entertainment centers-

and much much more
You'll find it all at

4 Bedroom Brick, 1 Acre, in City, WBFP,Good Neighborhood,
Many Amenities, Trees.

759-1117

4

Shoppers Mall

I

sn Wiggins Furn. Bid
2 MI N of Murray US 641 753-456611
Open: Thurs., Fri., & Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5
Owned and operated by Robert and Nell Wiggins

1977 Captain's Craft, 50 ft., V-8, dual
air, generator, large head with tub,
bottom painted, now on Kentucky
Lake, $23,500.

618-524-2533 or 618-524-5025
.0
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THANKS To THE PEOPLE WHO ARE
DEDICATING THEIR LIVES To
MAKING YOURS &TIER

II

he theme of 'Bringing You Good Health' is more than just a slogan to the
women and men who provide healthcare services for Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. It is a working challenge ... a personal aspiration ... a
source of great pride.
Celebrating National Hospital Week offers us the chance to say 'thank you' to the
more than 500 employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, and to publicly
acknowledge their tireless efforts. The many complimehts expressed about our
employees prove that the public is confident of receiving quality, compassionate and
professional healthcare flpm our hospital.
Wthout the dedication of these doctors and nurses, managers, technicians,
administrative and clerical staff and support services, our region would certainly be
void of a very necessary service.
I encourage you to share our pride in Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and to be grateful for the many women and men who
have committed their lives to 'Bringing You Good Hearth!'

Stuart Poston
Administrator

1

c
/
8eneet
803 Poplar Street

Murray, Kentucky 42071

MURRAY
CAIIDWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
(502)753-5131

-

